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Introducing yourself to the team
Listening 1 Mw- Look at this notice board. Then listen to three conversations. Who

is speaking in each conversation? Write the number of the conversation (1-3)
next to the job titles (a-e).

Ward C
Let's welcome the following new members to the team:

a) charge nurse __ , __
b) ward sister __
c) staff nurse __
d) healthcare assistant __
e) student nurse __

Language

Present simple of be 11 ii
I am ('m) I am not ('m not) Am I?

you/we/they are ('re) you/we/they are not (aren't) Are you/we/they?

he/she/it is ('s) he/she/it is not (isn't) Is he/she/it?

We can use be to say a person's name, job and country. What's your name? I'm Staff Nurse Sophie Taylor.
Are you Sister Butler? Yes,I am.
Is she a student nurse? No, she isn't.
He's a student nurse.
They're healthcare assistants.
I'm not from Turkey.I'm from Syria.

I1 ,.
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I
I

2 Complete these conversations with the correct form of be.

1 Mike: Hello, I (1) Staff Nurse Mike Davies.
(2) you the charge nurse?
Hi. Yes, 1(3) . I'm Sonya Chaudhry.

Nice to meet you, Sonya. Where are you from?
I'm from India.

Sonya:

Mike:
Sonya:

2 Student nurse:

Sister:

Student nurse:

Sister:

Student nurse:

Excuse me, (4) you Ward Sister Kennedy?

No, I (5) not.
Oh! Sorry about that. (6) she in Ward C?

No, she (7) . She (8) in Ward B.

Oh, OK. Thanks very much.

3 Student nurse:

Healthcare assistant:

Student nurse:

Excuse me, I need a health care assistant.

I (9) a healthcare assistant. Can I help you?

Hi, sorry. I (10) a student nurse. I need a
little help.

No problem. What do you need?Healthcare assistant:

Speaking 3 Work in pairs. Introduce yourselves. Use this model to help you.

A: Hi. My name's [your name]. I'm a[n] [your job title].
B: Hello, [partner's name]. I'm [your name], a[n] [your job title].
A: Hi, really nice to meet you. Are you from [partner's country]?
B: Yes,I am! And you? Where are you from?
A: I'm from [your country].
B: Nice to meet you, too!

Language

-'~rDpIe

I/you/we/they live I/you/we/they do not (don't) live Do I/you/we/they live?

he/she/it lives he/she/it does not (doesn't) live Does he/she/it live?

11 11
We use the present simple to talk about something that They work in this hospital.
is always or usually true.

We also use it to talk about things that happen regularly. He walks to the hospital every day.

IL j~

4 Complete this text with the correct present simple form of the verbs
in brackets.

Dale is an agency nurse from the Nurse Pro Agency.

He is a Canadian but he (1) (not live) in Canada.

He (2) (live) in the UK now and he (3) (work)

here too. Dale (4) (have) two friends at this hospital:

Peter and Marcus; but he (5) (not work) the same shifts as

them. 'I (6) (have) classes during the day: he says, 'and so I

usually (7) (work) during the night shift:



Readinga nursing schedule

Language

T

I~" ITelling the time

Nurses use the twelve-hour clock when they talk to 12.00: twelve o'clock
patients, visitors and colleagues. 3p.m.

We often use the 24-hour clock for schedules, 14.00: two o'clock/fourteen hundred hours
documents and charts. 8.20: eight twenty/twenty past eight

Prepositions of time 1i~ 11
,

We use at with clock times. I start/finish work/my shift at 7 a.m.

We use in with parts of the day and longer periods of in the morning/afternoon/evening
time. but: at night

m
i 11 Jt I

Vocabulary 1 Label illustrations A-H with the times in the box.

20.00 12.00 14.45 23.30 8.15a.m. 9.20a.m.

2 Match these ways of telling the time (1-8) to the times in the box in 1.

1 nine twenty in the morning _
2 eight o'clock in the evening _
3 midday _

4 quarter to three in the afternoon _
5 half past eleven at night _
6 three in the afternoon _
7 quarter past eight in the morning _
8 midnight _

Speaking 3 Work in pairs. Ask and answer these questions with your partner.

1 What time is it now?
2 What time do you get up in the morning?
3 What time do you start work/your shift every day?
4 What time do you/does your shift finish?

A: What time is it now?
B: It's half past seven.

1 :'IIt'etlllg colleagues6



Listening 4 Listen to Tyler, an agencynurse, checkinghis schedulewith Karen,

who works at the NursePro Agency.CompleteTyler's time sheet.

Nurse Pro Agency
Employee time sheet

Name: Ttjle..r 13ake..r WeekW~~

Day Clock in Clock out

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Speaking 5 StudentA, look at the information on this page.Student8, look at the
information on page68. Follow the instructions.

StudentA
Lookat this hospital facilitiesschedule.Takethe role of patientor visitor and
askStudentBquestionsto completethe information.

Midland Town Hospital
Hospital facilities

Visiting hours
2.00 p.m. - 4.00 p.m. daily
6.30 p.m. - 8.00 p.m. daily

Car park Monday to Friday:

Bank Weekdays:

Restaurant
Monday to Friday:
Saturday and Sunday: 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m

Coffee shop
Monday to Friday:
Saturday and Sunday: 12.00 noon - 6.30 p.m.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday: 10.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.
Gift shop Tuesday and Friday:

Saturday and Sunday: 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Newsstand
Monday to Friday: 10.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday:

Breakfast:

Patient mealtimes
Dinner: 12.30 p.m.

Tea:
Beverages: 10.00 a.m. and 7.15 p.m.

Whatare the visiting hours?
Whatare the openinghoursof the bank?
Whattime doesthecarpark open/close?
Whenis breakfast?

\leetll1g colleagues 1 7
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Meetingpatients and their visitors

Listening 1 Listento four nursesmeetingtheir patientsfor the first time and
tick ./ the correct patient name for each nurse.

Patient list (Rooms 11-14) --
Staff nurse Susie Arnold Mrs Coxen Kendra MrWilliams

Anja
Katya

Max
Denny

2 Listen again and complete these expressions.

1 D I come - ?
2 D Yes,of _
3 D It's Mrs Coxen, it?
4 D I'm taking of you.

5 D Please me Susie.
6 D to disturb you.
7 D I'm looking you.
8 DHow you today?

3 Listen again to Denny and tick ./ the expressions in 2 that he uses.

Vocabulary 4 Complete this family tree with the underlined words in the box. Then complete
sentences a-e with the rest of the words in the box.

mm1 brQ1bm
grandmother

uncle

9

KEY

Do
I

= male

= female

a) My son is my father's _
b) Iammyhusband's _
c) My daughter is my mother's _
d) My husband's mother is my _
e) My father is my husband's _

Speaking 5 Draw a picture of a family and label the people with words from 4. Then work
in pairs. Look at the information on page 68. Follow the instructions.

1 Meeting colleagues



Reading 6 Work in small groups. Look at this illustration of a hospital ward. Put a tick ./ if
you think the visitors are doing the right thing and a cross )( if you think they
are doing the wrong thing.

7 Readthis hospital guide and check your answers in 6.

Visitor's code
Please do not
• touch wounds, drips, catheters or medical equipment.
• visit more than two at a time.
• use the patients' toilets.
• bring flowers onto the wards.
• visit the hospital if you are suffering from a bad cold, flu, diarrhoea

and/or vomiting.
• drop litter.
• bring children under 12 to visit (unless agreed in advance).

Please do
• visit between 2.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m.
• turn off your mobile phone on the wards.
• wash your hands when you enter and leave the ward.
• extinguish all cigarettes before you arrive at the hospital.
• use the chairs provided.
• speak to the ward sister if there is a problem.

GH

Speaking 8 Work in small groups. Answer these questions.

In your country or place of work ...
1 What are the visiting hours?
2 How many people can visit a patient at one time?
3 Cana parent or guardian stay overnight with their child?
4 Canbrothers and sisters visit each other?

9 Work in pairs. Practise politely asking the visitors in 6 not to do something.

Excuseme,pleasedon't sit on thepatients bed.
I'm sorry,you can't sit on thepatient's bed.

9



Escorting a patient for tests

Vocabulary 1 Work in pairs. Look at these photos of medical equipment and complete the
labels with the letters in the box.

__ -ray machine

CT ECG MRI X

__ scanner __ scanner __ machine

Language

Pronunciation 2 &1e1M Listen to the names of the medical equipment in 1 and repeat.

Ordinal numbers

1st first 6th sixth 11th eleventh 22nd twenty-second
2nd second 7th seventh 12th twelfth 23rd twenty-third
3rd third 8th eighth 13th thirteenth 31st thirty-first
4th fourth 9th ninth 20th twentieth
5th fifth 10th tenth 21st twenty-first

We use ordinal numbers for dates. 6th July 1975
23rd October 2001

We say dates like this: 4th August 1914: the fourth of August, nineteen fourteen
31st March 2011: the thirty-first of March, two thousand and eleven

But we often write dates like this on forms: 06.07.1975
day.month. year

.11 11

Listening 3 &1.t4 Listen to a nurse taking patients to the Radiology Department and
write the correct test for each patient in a-c on this appointments sheet.

Meeting colleagues10 11

Radiology Dept.
Appointments Date: 20.11.20._

13:30 (1) Amira 14.30 (3) Dorothy ___ 15.30 (5) Emilia
DOB: (2) DOB: (4) DOB: (6)
Test: a) Test: b) Test: c)_

4 Listen again and complete each patient's name and date of birth (DOB) in 1-6
on the appointments sheet in 3.

5 Work in pairs. Look at the audio script for track 07 on pages 72-73 and practise
reading aloud the dates of birth. Then dictate three dates of birth for your
partner to write down.



Vocabulary 6 Label the illustration with the words in the box.

blanket trolley walking stick wheelchair

3 _

7 Put the words in 1-5 in the correct order to make sentences and questions.

1 now / it's / for your X-ray / time
2 ready / are / you / ?
3 your identity bracelet / can I just see/ first / , please / ?
4 full name / your / what's / ?
5 on your bracelet / can I swipe / , please / the code / ?

Listening 8 .,.1:' Listen to the first part of a conversation between Kelly, a staff nurse,
and Jake,a patient she is escorting to the Radiology Department, and check
your answers in 7.

9 &"U' Listen to the second part of the conversation between Kelly and Jake
and choose the correct words in italics.

1 Jakeuses a walking stick / wheelchair/ trolley to go to Radiology.
2 He feels cold / tired / weak. (2 answers)
3 The nurse gives him a book / bracelet/ blanket.
4 The Radiology nurse is called Claire/ Katie / Sally.
5 Jake'sappointment is at 10.00/ 10.30/ 11.30.

10 Kelly uses certain expressions to check that her patient is feeling comfortable.
Complete these expressions with the words in the box. Then listen again and
check your answers.

1 Let me you.

2 Are you enough?
3 me give you a blanket.
4 Isthat ?

Speaking 11 Work in small groups. Look at the audio script for tracks 08 and 09 on page 73
and practise the conversations. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

12 Work in pairs. Practise escorting a patient to the Radiology Department. Follow
these steps.

• Introduce yourself to the patient.
• Tell the patient it is time for their test.
• Check the patient's identity bracelet.
• Ask the patient how they want to go to the Radiology Department.
• Make sure your patient is comfortable.
• Introduce the patient to the radiology nurse.
Then ask another pair to listen and check that you have followed all the steps.
Swap roles and repeat the activity.

11



Checkingpatient details

Reading 1 Readthese patient details and answer the questions.

GP (general
practitioner)=
family doctor

Birmingham
GeneralHospital

Patient details
Title: ..Mc First name(s): ...K.~!e,.... Surname: ...M~P.Q.MIJ....

Gender: [iJ M 0F Marital status: ...~i!1-.q!L

DOB: ...l Z Q'1..I '1~Z... Occupation: .~Q.~Mr:~dJ9.!1-..w.9.rte,.C.

Address: ?.P.~Yi~..9.1.9.~~.).N.9.f.fi.l1..q~?\~..N~l..1.Q~...

Tel: .J~Q.l?f!e,.Ll:I.77~tQ.Q~..?Lf'1I... Email: ...k~~J.9.!1-~I.d~t~.I?pQ.&Q.,~~..

GP: .. P.r..T~~!1?\.MJI.I?f..

Next of kin: ...p.?!;?;~.I1..~e,...M4?Q.MIJ.... Relationship to patient: ...~Qth~.(..

Listening 2

1 Is the patient a man or a woman?
2 When is the patient's birthday?
3 What is the patient's job?
4 Is the patient married?
5 Who is the patient's family doctor?
6 Who is SuzanneMcDonald?

Listen to two conversations and tick ./ the information the person
asks for.

1 The adviser asks for the patient's
D name and surname.
D date of birth.
Daddress.

2 The nurse asks for the patient's
D name and surname.
D date of birth.
Daddress.

3 Listen again and complete these tables.

D telephone number.
D email address.
D next of kin.

D telephone number.
D email address.
D marital status.

1 2

Patient name James (1)

Next of kin (2)

Telephone (3)
number

Patient name Amir (4)

DOB (5)

Address
(6) 81 Avenue Mahmoud

Email (7) @teleco.com

2 ' Nursing assessment



Language

Wh- ~~tstions
We ca use questions with what, where and who to ask for patient information.

I
We use what when we want to know about something. What is the telephone number of your GP?

I We use where to ask about places. Where does she live?

We use who to ask about a person or people. Who is your GP?

11

Speaking

4 Work in pairs. Complete these questions with what, where or who. Then practise
asking and answering the questions.

1 's your surname/first name/full name?
2 do you live?
3 's your address/email address/mobile phone number?
4 's your date of birth?
5 's your GP?
6 's your next of kin?
7 's his/her relationship to you?

5 Work in pairs. Think of names that will help you understand letters that are
difficult for you. Then practise checking the spelling.

A: Is that B as in Bob or D as in Diane?
B: It's B for Bob.

6 Work in pairs. Student A, look at the information on this page. Student B, look at
the information on page 69. Follow the instructions.

Student A
1 You are a patient and this is your patient record. Answer Student B's questions.

Nursescan
use names to
check lettersthat
are difficult to
understandon the
phone.
B for Bob

P as in Peter

Patient details

GHName: Gre.qorz '\<oqale.tcJicz
Gender: Male.
008: 2.6.07.1't7't
Country of origin: Polat\J
Telephone number: 01l-lj3-666-2. 't~-078
GP: JaroslatcJ Galucka
Email: qre.q .roqale.tcJicz'<ilolitcJa.COM
Address: ul. Le.tcJakotcJskie.qo~b/~'t Skr. pocz+. 6lj
Next of kin: A~a '\<oqale.tcJicz
Relationship to patient: Mo+~e.r

2 Swap roles. You are the nurse and Student B is a patient. Ask Student B
questions to complete this patient record.

Patient details
Name:
Gender: +e.Male.
008:
Country of origin:
Telephone number:
GP:
Email:
Address:
Next of kin:
Relationship to patient:

GH

Nursing assessment 11 13



Vocabulary

Describing symptoms

1 Match illustrations A-N to symptoms 1-14.

1 cough 8 runny nose
2 dizzy 9 skin rash
3 earache 10 sore throat
4 fever 11 stomachache
5 headache 12 sweaty
6 itchy 13 swollen glands
7 nauseous 14 tired

Speaking

2 &·1'. Listen and check your answers in 1.Then listen again and repeat.

3 Work in small groups. What do
you think are the top five reasons
for visiting a GPin the UK?Put the
symptoms in the correct order
(1-5), beginning with the most
common. Then check the answers at
the bottom of the page.

Pronunciation

4 What do you think are the top five
reasons for visiting a GPin your
country? Discuss.

Top 5 reasons for visiting the GP

in the UK

o earache 0 cough

o stomachache 0 backache

o sore throat

auoeuoeuiois S

euoarea V e~:Je~:Jeq £: ~6no:J G leOJ~1eJOS ~
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Language

Talking about symptoms

Describing symptoms Asking about symptoms

be + adjective I'm tired. Is he nauseous ?

feel + adjective She feels dizzy. Does it feel itchy?

have + (adjective +) noun He has a sore throat. Does he have a sore throat?

5 Work in pairs. Look at the symptoms in 1 and write adjective (A), noun (N), or
adjective + noun (A+N) next to each one.

6 Match 1-5 to a-e to make questions.

1 Do you
2 How do you
3 Do you have any
4 What are
5 Do you have a

a) feel today?
b) have a runny nose?
c) your symptoms?
d) other symptoms?
e) temperature?

7 An anxious father calls the doctor's surgery and speaks to the practice nurse.
Readthe answers he gave about his son. Write the nurse's questions.

1 A: ? B: My son's name is Saul Chambers.
2 A: ? B: He's three.
3 A: ? B: He has a bad stomachache.
4 A: ? B: Yes,it's 37S.
5 A: ? B: No other symptoms, no.

Speaking 8 Work in pairs. Student A, look at the information on this page. Student B, look at
the information on page 69. Follow the instructions.

Student A
1 You are ill and these are your symptoms.

You
• have a skin rash.
• have a headache.
• are sweaty.
• have a slight fever (38°C/100°F).
Answer Student B's questions, explaining your symptoms. Student B will
give you a possible diagnosis.

2 Swap roles. Ask Student B about his/her symptoms and tick ./ the symptoms
he/she has.

• fever • cough • tired

• sore throot • nouseous • earache

• stomachache • dizzy • sweaty

• headache • skin rash • runny nose

Possible diagnosis: Bronchitis, but see a doctor.

Hello, how do you feel today? Do you have a temperature? Do you have a
sore throat?

Nursing assessment 11 15



Assessingcommon childhood diseases
Vocabulary 1 Work in small groups. Match photos A-C to the childhood diseases 1-3.

rubella 2 measles 3 mumps

2 Work in pairs. Match the symptoms in the box to the childhood diseases
in 1.Write 1 for rubella, 2 for measles or 3 for mumps above each word. Some
symptoms can appear in more than one disease.

cough fever headache nausea rash runny nose sore throat swollen glands

Reading 3 Readthis patient education leaflet and check your answers in 2.

MMR information leaflet
What is MMR?
The MMR vaccine protects your child against these highly infectious childhood diseases:
measles,mumps and rubella.

What are the symptoms?
• measles:cough, fever, rash, runny nose and sore throat
• mumps: fever, headache,nauseaand swollen glands
• rubella:fever,headache,rash (red-pink colour), runny nose,sore throat and swollen glands

When to give the vaccine
• When your baby is 13 months old, make an appointment with your family doctor or

public health nurse for the first MMR vaccine.
• At 4-5 years your child will receive the second vaccine (or booster) at school.
...•The vaccines are free of charge.

What happens after the vaccination?
Does your child have a fever? Is the injection area sore, swollen or red? If yes,give your
child paracetamol or ibuprofen.

'1 d

4 Work in pairs. Read the leaflet in 3 again and answer these questions.

1 Who is this leaflet for?
2 What do the letters MMR stand for?
3 How old are children when they receive the MMR vaccine? (2 answers)
4 Somechildren have symptoms after the vaccine. What are they?
5 How much does the MMR vaccine cost?
6 What is the treatment for these symptoms?
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Listening 5 Listen to three conversations and tick .t each patient's symptoms.

Cough Fever Headache Nausea Rash
Runny Sore Swollen
nose throat glands

Chelsea

Milly

Isabelle

6 Work in pairs. Make a diagnosis of Chelsea,Milly and Isabelle.

Language

AcIvarb8 of ~u.ncy
We use aCM I~ of frequency with the present simple to say how often we do things.

:",1 sopet/mea often usually always
100%

Adverbs of frequency go beforethe main verb. Patients with mumps don't usually have a rash.

Adverbs of frequency go after the verb be. I'm often very tired after work.
11 11

7 Rewrite these sentences with the adverb of frequency in the correct position.

Children receive their second MMR vaccine at school. (usually)
Children usually receive their second MMR vaccine at school.

1 My son is feverish after a vaccine. (often)
2 Most people catch childhood diseases more than once. (never)
3 Babies have symptoms after the MMR vaccine. (sometimes)
4 Patients with measles are not infectious after the rash appears. (usually)

Writing 8 Complete this extract from a leaflet about chickenpox with the words in the box.

childhood disease hot infectious itchy rash rest stop symptom

Chickenpox, or varicella (medical term), is another common (I) _

The first (2) is usuallya(n) (3) all over the body,which is

red and (4) .It appearsduring the first 24 hours. Children often feel very

(5) and havea temperature of about 38°C.The best treatment for

chickenpox is (6) .You can use calamine lotion to (7) the itching.

Children with chickenpox are (8) for a few daysbefore the rash appears.

9 Complete this extract from a leaflet about scarlet fever with the expressions in
the box. Choose the correct words in italics.

a common childhood / children disease has / have a fever, a sore throat
is / are infectious for three school for five day / days
treatment for / to scarlet fever under their / your arm

Scarlet fever,or scarletina (medical term), is still (I) in the developing

world. Children who catch this disease(2) and a pink tongue.

They also get a rash which is usually (3) or in the groin. Children
(4) to eight daysbefore symptoms appear.The only (5) _

is antibiotics. Children should not go to (6) after they begin treatment.
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Taking a blood sample
Vocabulary 1 Work in pairs. Match 1-7 in the illustrations to words a-g.

a) antiseptic wipe __
b) cotton ball _
c) needle__
d) plaster_
e) specimen tube_
f) syringe --
g) tourniquet __

Reading 2 Complete these instructions for taking a blood sample with the words in 1.

i) DD Put a(n) over the cotton ball and check the patient feels OK.
ii) DD Pull out the needle and put a(n) onto the wound. Presshard.
iii) DD Ask the patient to roll up their sleeveand use a(n) to clean

the patient's arm.
iv) [QJ ITl Write the patient's full name and DOBon the _
v) DD Tie the tightly around the patient's upper arm and insert the

____ into the vein.

vi) DD Usethe to fill the tube with blood.

3 Match the instructions (i-vi) in 2 to the illustrations (A-F) in 1.Then put the
instructions in the correct order (1-6).

Speaking 4 Work in pairs. Put the words in 1-6 in the correct order to make sentences.

1 for me / your sleeve/ please/ roll up
2 disinfect / first / let me / your arm
3 the tourniquet / let me / round your arm / tie
4 a small pin prick / will / feel/you
5 to your arm / cotton ball / hold / this
6 for a minute and / your arm / press hard / bend
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Listening 5 Listen to a nurse taking a blood sample and check your answers in 4.

6 Listen again and choose the correct words in italics.

1 Alessandro doesn't like needles / blood / pain.
2 The nurse asks Alessandro to read a book / look out of the window /

drink some water. Why?
3 Alessandro feels cold / dizzy / tired.
4 The nurse gives Alessandro some juice / a cookie / a cup of coffee. Why?

Speaking 7 Work in small groups. Answer questions 2 and 4 in 6.

8 Work in small groups. Brainstorm symptoms people may have during a
blood test.

9 Work in pairs. Take turns talking to a patient to relax him/her while you take a
blood sample.

Tell me about your job/your day/your grandchildren.

10 Roleplay taking a blood sample. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

Student A
You are the nurse. You are taking a blood sample from Student B. Use the
sentences in 4 to help you. Don't forget to talk to the patient to relax him/her.

Student B
You are the patient and you feel scared and dizzy.

Pronunciation 11 Listen and complete these sentences.

1 If you feel , let me know. Cl / N)
2 If you feel , tell me. Cl / N)
3 If you feel , let me know. Cl / N)
4 If you feel , tell me. Cl / N)

12 Listen again. Does the nurse sound reassuring? Circle yes (Y) or no (N) in 11.
Then listen again and repeat, paying attention to the intonation.

Speaking 13 Work in pairs. Student A, imagine you are one of the people in 1-4 below.
Student B, you are a nurse. Use the pictures and expressions in this lesson to
roleplay taking a blood sample. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

1 Mrs Anita Naidu doesn't like blood and she sometimes feels dizzy. Shehas
three grandchildren and she likes to talk about them - a lot.

2 Mr Eric Margolis doesn't like needles and he always feels nauseous when he
gives blood. He's a taxi driver and he often meets famous actors. He plays
golf.

3 Aisha is eight years old and she doesn't like needles. She'svery good at
maths but hates English. Her best friend is Jaq and they love playing
Wii together.

4 Harry is 19,an economics student and part-time DJon an online radio
station, playing retro 80s music. He faints when he sees blood.
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Monitoring body temperature

Vocabulary 1 Work in small groups. Match photos A-D to words 1-4.

37°e = 98.6°F

Pronunciation

Listening

20 11

2 Work in pairs. Practise saying these temperatures to your partner. What is
normal body temperature?

1 36.6°C
2 35.2°C
thirty-six point six degrees

3 ••. ,~. Work in pairs. Underline the stressed syllable in each word. Then
listen, check your answers and repeat.

1 oral 3 electronic 5 temperature
2 tympanic 4 thermometer 6 disposable

4 MtM Listen to a nurse taking a patient's temperature and tick ./ the words
you hear.

Darm
D temperature chart

1 digital thermometer
2 disposable thermometer

3 oral thermometer
4 tympanic thermometer

3 37.4°C
4 38.3°C

537°C
6 37.9°C

Dhead
D thermometer

Dmouth
Dtongue

5 Work in pairs. Look at the illustrations (A-E) of a nurse taking a patient's
temperature and put them in the correct order (1-5).

The patient ward



6 Listen again and check your answers in 5. Then complete the nurse's requests.

1 you your mouth for me, please?
2 you just this under your tongue?
3 you your mouth and hold for a minute?
4 I just out the thermometer?

Language

Maklngllpollte requests

We use Can/Could you + infinitive when we ask Can you open your mouth, please?
somebody to do something for us. Could you lift up your arm for me, please?

Jj h

7 Rewrite these sentences to make polite requests.

1 Put the thermometer under your tongue.
2 Hold your arm up.
3 Closeyour mouth.
4 Put your head to one side.
5 Takeoff your shirt.

Speaking 8 Work in pairs. Roleplay taking your partner's temperature.

Reading 9 Readthis advice page from a health website for patients. Are the sentences true
enor false (F)? Correct the false sentences.

.••.. e + Q

Hypothermia
What is hypothermia?
Hypothermia is a very low body temperature of 35.4°C or lower. It is a
serious condition that can be fatal. (Hyperthermia is a very high temperature.)

Treating hypothermia
Hypothermia is a medical emergency. Call 999 immediately. While you
wait for the emergency services, you can:

• take off the patient's clothes if they are wet.
• give the patient extra clothing and/or a hat.
• cover the patient with a blanket.
• prepare a warm (not hot) drink for the patient.
• close all windows and doors.
• turn up the room temperature.
• wash the patient's hands and face in warm (not hot) water.

1 The medical term for low body temperature is hyperthermia.(T / F)
2 It is not necessary to call the emergency services. (T / F)
3 It is possible to die from hypothermia. (T / F)
4 A blanket will help a person with hypothermia. (T / F)
5 It is not a good idea to give the patient a very hot drink. (T / F)

Speaking 10 Work in pairs. Practise advising someone over the phone how to treat
hypothermia. Usethe information in 9 and the languagein the Languagebox to
make polite requests.

Canyou cover thepatient with a blanket,please?
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The patient ward

Vocabulary 1 Work in pairs. Label this floor plan of a patient ward with the words in the box.

clean supply room conference room nurses' lounge nurses' station
patient room physicians' area soiled utility room visitors'toilet

patient
room

patient
room

patient
room

patient
oom

t t
5 _ 6 _ 7 _ 8 _

Pronunciation 2 "·1'. Underline the stressed syllables in each of the sections of the patient
ward in 1. Then listen, check your answers and repeat.

Language

Prepositions of place 1I I~
We use prepositions of place (at, on, in, under, next Your father's room is down the hall.
to, near, down, etc.) to say where something is. The nurses' station is on the left/right.

The physicians' area is next to the conference room.

3 Choose the correct words in italics.

1 The nurses' lounge is in / on the left.
2 The clean supply room is next / near to the soiled utility room.
3 The meeting room isn't in / on this floor.
4 The conference room is down/ underthe hall, at / on your right.
5 Or Evans is in / on the physicians' area.
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Language

There iJthere are
We use there islthere are to say that somebody or something exists.

Affirmative There's (is) a thermometer in the clean supply room. (singular)

There are two beds in the patient room. (plural)

Negative There isn't (is not) a bandage on his leg. (singular)

There aren't (are not) any clean blankets in the soiled utility room. (plural)

Question Is there a toilet in the ward? (singular)
Yes,there is.!No, there isn't (is not).

Are there any blankets in the clean supply room? (plural)
Yes,there are.!No, there aren't (are not).

11

4 Complete these sentences with the correct form of there is or thereare.

1 a conference room next to the physicians' area. (.I)
2 two visitors' toilets down the hall. (.I)
3 an X-ray machine in the physicians' area?
4 a soiled utility room next to the patient room. (X)
5 two beds in Mr Rabine's room?
6 any bandages in the clean supply room. (X)

Listening 5 Steve and Kel\y work in different hospitals. Listen to them talking
about their workplaces and tick .I the rooms in each workplace.

Room Kelly's workplace Steve's workplace

conference room

nurses'station

patient room

nurses' lounge

visitors' toilet

6 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 What two things does Kel\y like about her new job?
2 How many patient rooms are there in Steve's ward?
3 Are there any conference rooms in Kel\y's ward?
4 How many nurses' stations are there in Steve's ward?
5 What can you find in the nurses' lounge in Steve's ward?

Speaking 7 Work in pairs. Ask your partner questions about a patient department he/she
knows. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

A: Is therea conferenceroom?
B: Yes,there is.
A: Whereis it?
B: It's next to thephysicians'area.
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Nursing duties

1 Work in pairs. Describe what you can see in the illustrations.Speaking

m=---~~------~I

Language

ID

I

Present continuous n 11
We use the present continuous to talk about I'm (am) waiting for Nurse Bower.
things that are happening now. We use the form He's (is) helping a patient.
am/is/are + -ing. We're (are) having lunch.

The nurse is looking for a thermometer.
What is she doing at the moment?

11 11

2 Work in pairs. Look at the illustrations in 1.What is each person doing? Use the
correct present continuous form of the verbs in the box to write a sentence for
each one.

eat fill in look at look for read take talk (to)

3 Complete these conversations with the correct present continuous form of the
verbs in brackets.

A:

B:
A:

2 A:
B:
A:

3 A:
B:

Lisa, I need some help. (1) (you I do) anything important?
Yes,I'm sorry. I (2) (change) Ms Bandine's IV.Is it urgent?
No, I can wait five minutes.

Mr Halpert's call light is on.
He (3) (probably I complain) about pain again.
The poor guy (4) (have) trouble sleeping. I'll go and
give him some pain medication.

What (5) (the nursing assistants I do)?
They're with Ms Davis. I think they (6) (take)
her temperature.
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4 Work in pairs. Point to four different people in the illustrations in 1 and ask your
partner what they are doing. Use the verbs in the box in 2 and at the moment,
now and currently. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

A: What is he doing?
B: He's ...

Language

Prasent ~J{lnuous for future arrangements

We also use the present I'm (am) seeing the consultant about Mr Singh later today.
continuous to talk about future He's (is) consulting the patient at 3p.m.
arrangements. We're (are) having a handover meeting at 5 p.m.

The consultant is coming to check on the patient tonight.

11 11

5 Readthis email and underline the verbs in the present continuous.

Hi Karen,

.•• e +

How's life? I'm just sooo busy! I have a 12-hour day today.

I'm meeting with the geriatric consultant at 9 a.m. to discuss treatment for one of my
patients. Then I'm seeing my supervisor to write an order for supplies in the clean supply
room. After that I'm feeding patients in rooms 10 to 30. I only have 15 minutes for my lunch,
so I'm meeting Stefan in the nurses' lounge for a quick sandwich. In the afternoon I'm
checking medical records with the receptionist and then I'm phoning an insurance company
about a patient in room 15.That always takes a long time. After that I'm checking IV fluids in
all the rooms. It's nonstop!

Anyway, that's all for now! Off to work!
Usa

6 Are these sentences about the present (P) or the future (F)?

1 Next week I'm working the afternoon shift. (P / F)
2 Lea Thibault in room 19is going home later today. (P / F)
3 They're currently checking temperature charts. (P / F)
4 We're meeting at the nurses' station at 5.20for the handover. (P / F)
5 I'm looking for more bandages. Canyou help me?(P / F)
6 Ken's eating his lunch in the nurses' lounge at the moment. (P / F)

Writing 7 Is Lisa's day like your day?Write an email to another nurse about what you are
doing today. Use some of the verbs you underlined in 5.

Speaking 8 Work in pairs. Describe your day to your partner without looking at the email
you wrote.
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The qualities of a responsiblenurse

Speaking 1 Work in pairs. Look at the illustration and discuss these questions.

1 What is the nurse doing?
2 What do you think the patient wants? Make a list.
3 Why is it important to always answer a call light?

Listening 2 "'PI Listen to three conversations and complete these sentences with the
phrases in the box.

more pain medication some water to go to the toilet to turn off the UI __ -.J

1 Mrs Azziza wants _
2 Jerome wants and for the nurse _
3 Mr Patel needs _

3 Listen again and complete the nurses' expressions.

1 can I help you?
2 can I do to help?
3 I help you anything else?
4 I'm in a few _

Vocabulary 4 Match 1-5 to a-e to make expressions to calm a patient.

1 D Its OK, I'm a) good hands.
2 DPleasetry b) care of you.
3 DYou're in c) here.
4 DThe doctor d) to relax.
5 DWe're taking e) is coming in a few minutes.

Listening 5 ""'~,IListen to a nurse answering a call light. Tick ./ the expressions in 4
that she uses.

6 Listen again and choose the correct words in italics.

1 Mr Friedricks can't breathe / sleep / read.
2 Nurse Henshawgives him somewater / oxygen / pain medication.
3 The nurse tries to make the patient feel hot / tired / relaxed.
4 The patient starts to breathe more easily / sleep / watch TV.
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Language

Be + adjectiv e

We use be + adject ive to describe people or things. The nurse is/isn't caring.

Adjectives usually come after be or before a noun. Nurse Jakes is/isn't friendly.
She's a friendly nurse.

An adjective is the same for singular and plural nouns. an attentive nurse
attentive nurses

We can form negative adjectives with in-, un- or lm-, Yournurse is uncaring.

Vocabulary

7 Read these comments that patients madeabout their nurses. Are they
positive (P) or negative (N)?

1 She never listens. I want a nurse who is attentive. (P / N)
2 The nurses in Central Hospital are always caring and patient. They take time

to sit and talk to us, even when it's really busy. (P / N)
3 He's really well-informed about medicine. I think that's important - you

know you're in good hands. (P / N)
4 One of the nurses is justso unfriendly. He never smiles and he's not very

polite either. He often shouts at the patients. (P / N)
5 Nurse Mukherji is very flexible and she changes her routine when her

patients need her.(P / N)

8 Make these adjectives negative. Use in-, un- or -im.

1 attentive 4
2 friendly 5
3 caring 6

____ informed
____ flexible
____ poli te

9 Complete this article with adjectives from 8. Use the positive or negative form.
Then underline at least four more adjectives.

The qualities of a responsible nurse

Patients have more contact with nurses you something that is important for their
than any other member of the hospital treatment. Responsible nurses show that
team. To be a good nurse, you need they care. A(n) (3) nurse means
two main qualities: you need good an unhappy patient. A good nurse is never
communication skills and you need to be (4) .You may be busy but always
well-(1) about your subject. try to smile and be (5) to your
Listening is a useful communication skill patients and their visitors. A good nurse
and you need to be (2) and must be (6) because you never
really listen to your patient. They might tell know what new things you may have to do.

Speaking 10 Work in pairs. Look at the illustration. What does the patient see?Describe the
two nurses to your partner. Useadjectives from 7, 8 and 9.
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Hospital food and beverages

Vocabulary 1 Work in pairs. Look at the illustrations of main dishes in this hospital menu and
complete it with the words in the box.

cheese omelette grilled salmon pizza roast chicken
spaghetti bolognaise turkey sandwich vegetable quiche

Menu
Main dishes

(uH

11 III m

~~&
,I

2 Work in pairs. Write the words for food and beverages in the box in the correct
group. Then add two items to each group.

apple apple juice apple puree banana carrots coffee cola corn
cranberry juice fruit salad mashed potatoes orange orange juice peas
peppers rice tea yoghurt

Side dishes Desserts Beverages

3 Compare your answers in 2 with another pair. Then add another two items to
each group.
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Language

AlAn,some

We use a/an with singular countable nouns. a carrot
an apple

We use a with nouns that start with a consonant (e.g. b, c, d, f).
..

a potato

We use an with nouns that start with a vowel (a, e, i, 0, u). an orange
-.

We use some with plural countable nouns, to mean 'a number of: some apples

We use some with uncountable nouns (nouns that exist as a mass) to mean 'a quantity of: some apple juice i :~
11 ':.. ,

Listening 4 Listen to two patients ordering food from a hospital menu and tick ./
the food and beverage(s) they want. Then write a, an or some.

1 0 cheese omelette 0 mashed potatoes
o coffee 0 orange
o corn 0 peas
o fruit salad 0 piece of quiche

2 0 apple 0 cranberry juice
o apple juice 0 salmon
o apple puree 0 spaghetti bolognaise
o banana 0 turkey sandwich
o cola 0 yoghurt

Language

Uke, would like

We use like to say what we always prefer. I like apple juice but I don't like orange juice.

We use would like (+ to-infinitive) to say what I would Cd) like some quiche, please.
we want now. Would you like to order your meal now? Yes,I would.

5 Complete these questions and answers with the words in the box.

do for like maybe please to order what would (x3)

1 When would you like your next meal?_
2 Do you roast chicken?_
3 What would you like dessert? _
4 would your visitors like to drink? _
5 they like cranberry juice? _

a) I like a banana, please.
b) They'd like coffee, _
c) Yes,I think they _
d) Yes,1 _

e) Not right now. later.

6 Match questions 1-5 to answers a-e in 5.

Speaking 7 Work in pairs. Student A, you are a nurse. Help Student B choose food and
beverages from 1,2 and 4. Student B, you are a patient. Order your meal. Then
swap roles and repeat the activity.

A: Whatwouldyou like for your main course/dessert? B: I'd like ...
A: Wouldyou like a sidedish? B: Yes,please./No,thankyou.
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Measurementsand quantities

Language

Numbers H U
We say numbers like this: 2.45: two point four five

189: one/a hundred and eighty-nine
956: nine hundred and fifty-six
5,120: five thousand, one hundred and twenty
7,396:seven thousand, three hundred and ninety-six

U n

Listening 1 .·1'lW Listen and circle the numbers you hear.

1 160/116
2 190/119
3 1,015/1,050

4 1,200/ 1,300
5 80/18
6 1.25/125

2 Work in pairs. Write the numbers in words. Then practise saying the numbers in
1 and 2 to your partner.
1 1,200 _
2 2,500 _
3 1.76 _

4 3,450 _
5 5.66 _
6 8.17 _

3 ",JI Listen to four conversations in which people talk about calories and
write the energy values.

1 calories
2 calories
3 calories
4 calories

Vocabulary 4 Match the things nurses write (1-6) to what they say (a-f) and what each
measurement measures (i-Hi).

What we write What we say What we measure
1 ml a) kilojoule(s) i) weight
2 kg b) litre(s) H) liquids
3 kJ c) calories Hi) energy
4 I d) kilogram(s)/kilo(s)
5 g e) gram(s)
6 kcal f) millilitre(s)

5 Write sentences using the information in 4.

Nurses use millilitres to measure liquids.

Pronunciation 6 ".1'41 Work in pairs. Underline the stressed syllable in each word. Then
listen, check your answers and repeat.

1 kilo 4 kilojoule
2 calorie 5 kilogram
3 li tre 6 millili tre

Language

Metric conversions III 11 I1 fl oz (fluid ounce) = 29.574 rnl 1 oz (ounce) = 28.35 g

35.195 fl oz = 1 litre (1,000 rnl) 1 Ib (pound) = 0.4536 kg I'I
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Listening 7 Listen to track 23 again and choose the correct words in italics.

1 How much / many glasses of orange juice can I order?
2 How much / many apple puree do you want?
3 How much / many milk can I have, Nurse Webster?
4 Can you tell me how much / many calories Mrs Kelly is allowed?

Language

How mU~hif;,ow many, much/many
~7 •

We use how much and much to talk about quantities How much milk can I have?
we can't count. He doesn't have much time.

We use how many and many to talk about quantities How many apples can you eat?
we can count. There aren't many oranges left.

-, I

8 A student nurse (SN) is asking a nurse (N) about the clear liquid diet. Complete
their conversation with much and many.

SN: I don't know (1) about the clear liquid diet. Can you explain it
tome?

N: Yeah, of course. It's a diet of clear liquids. Patients can digest these easily,
so we give it to them after an operation, for example.

SN: I see. For how (2) days?
N: Not more than three days, and then we put them on a full liquid diet. For the

clear liquid diet, patients can drink (3) different kinds of liquid.
SN: So how (4) do patients drink in one day on this diet?
N: For some patients, not more than 600 m!. We encourage others to drink as

much as possible.
SN: How (5) calories in total?
N: Well, it depends. But remember: water, black coffee and tea have zero

calories but there are 255 calories in a glass of cranberry juice.

9 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation in 8.

Speaking 10 Work in pairs. Put a cross X for the items that are not part of the clear liquid diet.

Patient name: Ivy Manning
Amount (ml)

DBlack coffee 0 (2 cups)

DBouillon 150 (1 bowl)

DCranberry juice 240 (1 glass)

D Ice cream 150 (1 bowl)

D Milk 360(1 ~glasses)

DOrange juice 360 (1 ~ glasses)

Amount (m I)

DPopsicles (ice) 100 (2)

DTea with lemon 0 (2 ~ cups)

DTea with milk 360 (3cups)

DTomato soup 150 (1 bowl)

DVegetable soup 150 (1 bowl)
Total: ml

11 Work in pairs. Student A, you are a nurse. Choose five items from 10.Then ask
Student B, a nutritionist, what the patient, Ivy Manning, usually eats/drinks.
Student B, answer Student Ns questions.

A: How much ... does Mrs Manning usually drink?

B: She usually drinks ... ml of ....

12 Work in the same pairs. Four days later Ivy Manning begins a full liquid diet.
Student B, now you are the nurse. Choose five items from 10.Then ask Student A,
the nutritionist, what the patient can eat. Student A, answer Student B's questions.
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Helping a patient order from a hospital menu

Speaking 1 Work in small groups. Discuss these questions. Then present your ideas to
the class.

1 Which foods are usually given to hospital patients in your country or place
of work?

2 How much choice do patients have in your country or place of work?

Vocabulary 2 Look at these photos and complete the sentenceswith the verbs in the box.

breathe chew drink swallow

1 People need air to _ 2 your food well
before you it.

3 You must lots of
liquids when it's hot.

Reading 3 Work in pairs. Look at this hospital menu and decide what you would like to
order. Then tell your partner.

Menu Tuesday 19th October

Toorder your meal,chooseoneitem from eachsection.

Starters Side dishes
• Chickensoup (D)__

• OrangeJuice(DIV) __

Main courses

• Mashedpotatoes (V) __

• Rice(DIV) __

• Bread roll& butter/sunflowerspread(DIV)--

Desserts• Grilled chickenand vegetables(D) __

• Beefsalad (D) __

• Cheeseomelette (V) __

• Mediterranean vegetable lasagne(DIV) __

• Tomato& mozzarellasalad (V) __

Codes: V= vegetarian;D= diabetic;5 = soft

• Freshfruit salad (DIV) __

• Icecream (DIV) __

• Cherrytart (V) _._

• Yoghurt andhoney(D)__

Listening 4 .·tt.,.- Cherif and Lydia are ordering their dinner. Listen and write C (Cherif)
or L (Lydia) next to the food they order from the menu in 3.

5 Work in pairs. Listen again and correct these sentences. Then compare your
answers with your partner.

Cherif has problems breathing.
Cherii has problems swallowing.

1 The lasagne is made of beef, tomatoes and pasta with a cheese sauce.
2 Cherif would like cherry tart for dessert.
3 Lydia doesn't like vegetables.
4 Sheorders a cheeseomelette and a bread roll with butter for the main course.
S Shewould like yoghurt for dessert and a glass of orange juice for the starter .
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Language

Speaking

A soft diet

consists of food

that is easy to

swallow.

Diabetes

(adjective:

diabetic) is a

disease where

there is too much

sugar in the blood.

6 Put the words in 1-4 in the correct order to make the patients' questions.

1 I have problems swallowing. / you / do / what / suggest / ?
2 vegetable lasagne / made / what's / the / of / ?
3 have / can / today / I'm / what / I / so / a vegetarian, / ?
4 I / the cherry tart / am / to eat / allowed / ?

7 Complete the nurse's answers to the questions in 6.

1 a cheese omelette?
2 tomatoes and peppers with pasta and a cheese sauce.
3 some lasagne or the tomato and mozzarella salad?
4 you're on a restricted diet for the next few days, Lydia.

8 Look at the audio script for track 25 on page 75 and check your answers in 6
and 7.

9 Work in small groups. Look at the menu in 3 and add the code 5(soft diet) to
the correct foods. Compare your ideas with the rest of the class.

10 Lara is ordering her lunch from the menu in 3. Complete her conversation with
the nurse.

Jaroslav - vegetarian diet

Nurse:
Lara:
Nurse:
Lara:
Nurse:

(1) order for your lunch today, Lara?
I'm diabetic, so what do you suggest?
(2) the chicken and vegetables?
Maybe. What's in it?
(3) grilled chicken served with broccoli and green
peppers.
That sounds nice. OK, I'll have that.
(4) a side dish?
What can I have?
(5) some rice?
OK. Am I allowed to have a dessert?
Yes,of course. (6) fresh fruit salad, ice cream or
yoghurt and honey?
I'd like some ice cream, please. Thanks.
Great. I'll hand in your menu card for you.

Lara:
Nurse:
Lara:
Nurse:
Lara:
Nurse:

Lara:
Nurse:

11 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation in 10.Then swap roles and repeat
the activity.

12 Work in pairs. Student A, you are a nurse. Take Jaroslav's order from the
menu in 3. Student S, you are Jaroslav. Order lunch from the menu in 3.

2 Swap roles. Student S, now you are the nurse. Take Wesley's order. Student
A, you are Wesley.Order lunch from the menu in 3.
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Assisting the patient at mealtimes

Vocabulary 1 Match the words in the box to these definitions.

non-slip mat non-slip plate plastic apron straw two-handled cup

1 Nurses can use it to cover their clothes. _
2 Patients put it into a cup or glass and use it for drinking. _
3 It doesn't move, so it is easier for patients to eat from it. _
4 We use it to stop plates moving on the tray table. _
5 Patients can hold it with both hands and drink from it. _

Reading 2 Look at the title of this text. How would you help a patient to eat?

Assisting a patient at mealtimes
It is important to give patients help (if necessary) and encouragement at mealtimes
as good nutrition helps patients recover more quickly.
A _

A patient is more likely to want to eat if he or she is clean, comfortable and relaxed.
Help patients to:
• go to the toilet, wash their hands and brush their teeth.
• sit upright in bed or a chair.

You should also:
• put the tray table at the right height for the patient.
• cut up food into small pieces.
• give non-slip mats and two-handled cups, etc. (if necessary).
B _

• Sit in front of the patient and make eye contact.
• Give small portions and stop for a minute after each mouthful.
• Give a drink after each mouthful (if necessary).
C _

It is important that patients try and eat something - even if it's just a little.
You could:
• smile and be friendly.
• say positive things about the food.

3 Read the text in 2 and choose the correct subheading for each section (A-C)
from the box.

Encouraging the patient--------
4 Match the words in bold in the text in 2 to these definitions.

1 good _
2 get better after an illness or accident _
3 a type of table that people use so that they can eat in bed _
4 an amount of food or drink that you put into your mouth at one time _
5 food and drink for good health and growth _
6 look directly at someone at the same time as they are looking at you _
7 sitting straight up _
8 helping someone to do something _
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Listening 5 Look at the photo. What is the nurse doing?

6 MifiM Nurse Paula Minelli is helping Mrs Taylor. Listen and complete
these expressions.

1 Would you like with your meal today?
2 Would you like for your orange juice?
3 You're well.

4 How about orange juice?
5 That's _

6 Just potato?

7 Work in pairs. Listen again and answer these questions.

1 Why does Mrs Taylor want the nurse to help her?
2 What is Mrs Taylor eating?
3 Why doesn't Mrs Taylor want to eat?
4 How does the nurse encourage Mrs Taylor to eat?

8 Look at the audio script for track 26 on pages 75-76 and find an example of
something positive the nurse says about the food.

Language 9 Are these expressions used to encourage (E) a patient or praise (P) him/her?

1 Could you just try a little ...? (E / P)
2 Well done. (E / P)
3 That's good. (E / P)
4 Canyou just try a little more ...? (E / P)

10 Which expressions in 6 are used to encourage patients? Which are used to
praise patients?

11 Look at the audio script for track 26 on pages 75-76 again and underline all the
expressions of praise and encouragement the nurse uses.

Speaking 12 Work in small groups. Readthis case study. What could a nurse do to help the
patient at mealtimes?

Case study
Anja Radejevic, 46, is visually impaired. She is on a soft diet after a hip
replacement operation. Shedoesn't like fruit or cheese.

13 Put the words in the correct order to make a useful expression to help the
patient find food on the plate.

at twelve o'clock / the potatoes / are / at six o'clock / and the beans / are

14 Work in pairs. Student A, you are Anja. Choose items from the hospital menu on
page 32. Student 8, you are a nurse. Assist Anja with her meal. Use expressions
from 6 and 9 and remember to encourage and praise the patient. Then swap
roles and repeat the activity.
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The body: limbs andjoints

Vocabulary 1 Label the parts of the body in this illustration with the words in the box.

arm finger foot hand heel leg thumb toe

3 _
6 _

4 _

2 Circle the joints in the illustration in 1.Then label them with the words in the box.

ankle elbow hip knee shoulder wrist

Listening 3 at,,}- Listen to a conversation between a nurse and a patient and tick ./ the
parts of the body you hear.

Darm D foot D leg
D knee D hand D thumb
D finger D heel D toe

4 Listen again. Which body parts does the nurse tell the patient to:

1 push? 3 lift?
2 rotate? 4 bend?

Language

Imperative
11 "We usethe imperative (infinitivewithout to) to tell Lift your leg.

somebodyto do somethingor givethem instructions. Push the chair.
Bend your arm.
Rotate your hand.

.1'" 11 11
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Speaking 5 Work in pairs. Practise giving a patient simple instructions. Use the verbs in
the Languagebox and the words in 1 and 2.Your partner should follow the
instructions. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

Lift your hand.

Bend your arm.

Reading 6 Readthis brochure and write the correct exercise in each space (1-5).

Exercisesfor recovery
Regular exercises are important to help you after surgery. Your orthopaedic surgeon and physical therapist may

recommend that you exercise 20 to 30 minutes, two or three times a day.

(1) _

In bed, slowly push your foot up and down. Repeat several times a day.You can do

this exercise immediately after surgery.

standing knee bends

(2) _

Keep your heel on the bed and bend your knee.Then straighten your leg again.

Repeat ten times, three or four times a day.

(3)

Move your ankle in a circular motion. Repeat five times in each direction, three or

four times a day.

(4) _

Move your leg out to the side as far as you can and then back. Repeat ten times,

three or four times a day.

(5) _

Stand up and lift your knee, but not too high. Hold for two or three seconds.

Repeat ten times, three or four times a day.

7 Readthe brochure in 6 again and answer these questions.

1 Which exercise can patients do immediately after an operation?
2 How long is each exercise session?
3 Find the names of two medical professionals and underline the

stressed syllables.

Speaking 8 Work in pairs. Student A, give Student B instructions for exercises for his/her
arm, foot, leg and hand. Student B, follow Student Ns instructions. Then swap
roles. Student B, give Student A instructions for exercises for their ankle, hip,
knee, shoulder and wrist. Student A, follow Student B's instructions. Use the
verbs in the brochure in 6 and in the Languagebox on page 36 to help you.
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The body: torso and head

Vocabulary 1 Label the parts of the body in illustrations A and B with the words in the box.

back buttocks chest face head hip

10 _

6 _

4 _ 9 _

5 _

Language

Prepositions of place and movement 11 11
We use prepositions of place to say where The chair is in front of you.
something is.

We use prepositions of movement to say in which Lift up your arm above your head.
direction something is moving. Push down with your hand.

Move your leg to the side/to the left/to the right.
11

2 Complete this conversation between Nurse Naughton (N) and Ms Duggan CD),a
patient, with up, down, above and in front of.

N: Morning, Ms Duggan.Are you ready for your exercise session today?
D: I'm a little tired this morning but I'll try.
N: Good to hear that. We're going to try some new exercises today to help

you walk.
D: OK. The old exercises were a little too easy.
N: Well, that's good news. Now, first, I'll put the chair (1) you. Hold it.

Good. Now lift (2) your right knee - not too high. Yes,just there.
Don't lift it (3) your waist.

D: Can I put it (4) ? It hurts.
N: Yes, that's OK. Put your leg (5) . That's good. Now repeat that five

times. Let's count together. One, two, three; that's very good. Well done!
How do you feel?

D: Not so bad. It's tough at first, especially the left leg, but I can feel I'm getting
stronger.

Reading 3 Read the conversation in 2 again and answer these questions.

1 How does Ms Duggan feel this morning?
2 What does she think about the old exercises?
3 Does she start with the left or right leg?
4 What does she think of the new exercises?

The body and movement



Speaking 4 Work in pairs. Student A, look at the information on this page. Student B, look at
the information on page 70.Follow the instructions.

Student A
Call Student B and ask questions to complete the Rangeof Motion (ROM)
exercise record for a patient, Mr Ahmad.

Repetitions Comments Nurse initialsMovement

Which ROM exercises does Mr Ahmad need to do?
How many repetitions?
Are there any comments?

Vocabulary 5 Match the verbs (1-5) to their opposites (a-e).

I.nd
1 tighten
2 bend
3 push
4 sit down
5 lift

a) stand up
b) lower
c) straighten
d) pull
e) relax

Language

When JCI~use+ it helps

Weusewhen + clause + it helps When you bend your fingers, it helps the muscles in your wrist.
to explainthe benefitsof exerciseto When I hold your head, it helps your neck.
a patient. When you touch your toes,it helps the muscles in your back.

When you do your exercises, it helps you recover from surgery.
11 J'

6 Use these prompts to write sentences about the benefits of exercise. Use
when + clause + it helps.

lift / your chest - your back
Whenyou lift your chest, it helps your back.

1 rotate / your shoulder - the muscles in your neck
2 bend / your waist - your hips
3 do / your exercises - you / recover from surgery faster
4 hold / a chair in front of you - you / balance

Speaking 7 Work in pairs. Student A, help Student B to do exercises for the waist, neck,
shoulders and head. Use the verbs in 5 and when + clause + it helps. Student B,
follow Student Ns instructions. Then swap roles. Student B, help Student A to do
exercises for the hips, chest and back. Student A, follow Student B's instructions.

The body and movement
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Settinggoalsand giving encouragement

Speaking 1 What are the patients in illustrations A-C thinking? Match sentences 1-3 to

patients A-C.

1 I just want to be able to eat my breakfast.
2 I want to climb the stairs alone.
3 I want to put my clothes on by myself.

...,.---- -- - ----

Listening

Pronunciation

In English we often
stress the words
in a sentence
that we think are
important.

Language

well = healthy

2 Work in pairs. Think of one or more ROMexercise(s) for each patient in 1.

Patrickwantsto ..., sohe needsto exercisehis ...

3 Kl-'i1:1 Put the words in 1-6 in the correct order to make sentences and
questions. Then listen to the three patients in 1 and check your answers.

1 what's / goal/long-term / your / ?
2 you / want / today / to do / what / do / ?
3 you / what / do / can f?
4 three sets of ten / for today / on each arm / our goal is
5 that / can / you / do f?
6 this exercise / three times / do / a day / can you / ?

4 &1'%1 Listen and underline the stressed word in each question. Then listen
again and repeat.

1 What do you want to do today?
2 Canyou do this exercise three times a day?
3 What can you do?
4 Canyou do that?

5 Work in pairs. Look at the audio script for track 28 on page 76and practise the
conversations. Remember to stress the underlined words.

Comparative adjectives if 11

One-syllable adjectives: add -er/-r. high - higher

Adjectives ending in -y: change -y to -i and
easy - easier

add -er.

Adjectives of two or more syllables: add
difficult - more difficult

more.

Good/well and bad are irregular. good/well - better
bad - worse

We use comparative adjectives to Exercises become easier when you do
compare two people or things. We often them regularly.
use than after the comparative adjective. This exercise is better than that one.

~L
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6 Complete these sentences with the comparative form of the adjectives
in brackets.

Do the muscles in your arm feel (strong) after the exercise
sessions?

2 Thanks, I feel much (good) today.
3 Excellent, Mr Elliot! That's (high) than yesterday.
4 Can we stop, please?The pain is getting (bad).
5 I find the ROM exercises (easy) now than three weeks ago.
6 It's (difficult) to lift my left leg than my right leg. There's still a lot

of pain.
7 I see you're (well) today; that's great.
8 I think Tilly's movements are (slow) this afternoon after the

medication.

Writing 7 Complete this 'pain diary' of one of the patients in 1with the comparative form
of the adjectives in the box.

bad difficult easy (x2) good strong

:!:. - ~ ... ""'"~ ~ ~~~~-'"'<.

~B:~_

e Blogger :
i

It'sday5 andtheexercisesessionsaregetting(1) and (2) . The
consultantis pleasedwithmyimprovement.Themusclesaremuch(3) than
a coupleof weeksago.Thepainin myshoulderis (4) in the morning,so
thefirstexercisesessionis (5) . I stillcan'tliftmyshoulderveryhighbutthe
nursesaysit will get (6) . I hopeshe'sright.

8 Who writes this blog, Patrick, Juan or Hugo?

Listening 9 Listen to a nurse working with Thelma, a patient, on her recovery
exercises. Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.

1 Thelma's goal is four sets of five on each leg. (T / F)
2 It is more difficult to move the left leg. (T / F)
3 The nurse asks Thelma to do leg lifts. (T / F)
4 Thelma repeats the exercise three times on the left leg. (T / F )
5 Thelma says she's in a lot of pain. (T / F)

10 Listen again and complete the nurse's expressions of encouragement.

1 That's _
2 You're doing _
3 That's _

4 better, well done!

11 Look at the audio script for track 30 on page 76 and check your answers in
9 and 10.

Speaking 12 Work in pairs. Look at the audio script for track 30 on page 76 and practise the
conversation. Then swap roles and repeat the activity.

13 Practise your conversations from 7 on page 39. Follow these steps.

1 Explain the benefits of the exercise.
2 Set the goals.
3 Encourage the patient.
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Documenting ROM exercises

Vocabulary 1 Work in small groups. Look at illustrations A-F and brainstorm words that a

nurse would use to ask a patient to make the movements.

2 Work in pairs. Label illustrations A-F in 1 with the medical terms in the box.

abduction adduction circumduction extension f1exion rotation

Reading 3 Read Nurse Carter's assessment of Joe Felicie, who is in traction after a road

accident. Match the words in bold to definitions 1-8.

ROM Assessment: Joe Felicie, 28 yrs

GeneralCentralHospital· pt conscious but tired, with nausea (pain medication); left shoulder:
bruising and swelling

• ROM limited to 1000 with great discomfort

• left leg immobilised; other joints fully mobile

• health status prior to accident excellent; pt unwilling to perform ROM

Planning ROM exercises

• Stage 1: begin with passive ROM two times a day (9.00, 17.00)for first two days.

• Stage 2: teach pt to perform active ROM three times a day (9.00, 12.00, 17.00).

1 before _

2 not wanting to do something and refusing to do it _
3 prevented from moving _

4 exercises the patient can do by himself/herself _
5 able to move normally _

6 a feeling of pain or of being physically uncomfortable _

7 prevented from increasing beyond a particular point _
8 exercises a nurse does for the patient _

4 Nurses often use an abbreviation for the word patient. What is it? Check your

answer in the assessment in 3.
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Vocabulary 5 Nurse Carter is explaining Joe's case to a colleague. Complete his explanation

with the words in the box.

before doesn't want left medication nauseous
normally only pain swollen

'Joe is conscious but very tired. He also feels (1) because of the

(2) . His (3) shoulder is bruised and (4) . He can
(5) move his shoulder to a 100° angle and he's in a lot of (6) _

However, he is able to move all his other joints (7) . (8) the

accident Joe was in excellent health. He's very tired today and (9) to

do ROM exercises at the moment.'

Listening 6 &'1"1 Listen and tick .I the ROM exercises Joe can do.

Flow sheet - range of motion exercises .-, -,.._.! .•••
Patient: JoeFelicie Room N°: 214 Date: 04.03.2012 Gen::Tc:'::aiHO~Mol

Movement Time Comments
09.00

R shoulder flexion WNL

R shoulder rotation WNL

R hip abduction (1) WNL with some/ nopain

R hip extension (2) WNL with some/ nopain

L shoulder flexion (3) limited to 1000/120.

L shoulder extension (4) able/notable to doWNL=within
normal limits Nurse's initials: RPC

7 Listen again and circle the correct words in italics in 6 (1-4).

Speaking 8 Student A, look at the information on this page. Student B, look at the

information on page 70. Follow the instructions.

Student A
Read Joe's flow sheet for 7th March and explain to Student B which exercises

the patient can and can't do. Then swap roles and listen to Student B.

Flow sheet - Range of motion exercises _...;:';l ••_.l .•••
Patient: doe. t=e.licie. Room W: ZI£f Date: 07.0~.ZOIZ """':" - I~n~hitn'

Movement Time Comments
12.00 17.00

R shoulder flexion ./ INNL
R shoulder rotation ./ INNL
R hip abduction ./ INNL wi.f-~t:I li.f-.f-Ie.pt:lil1.

R hip extension ./ INNL
L shoulder flexion ./ INNL wi.f-~SOMe. pt:lil1.

L shoulder extension liMi.f-e.cI.f-o <f0°

L hip abduction liMi.f-e.cI+o 60°

L hip extension 11.0.f-t:lble..f-o clo

L knee extension 11.0.f-t:lble..f-o clo

Nurse's initials:

Joe can bend his right shoulder normally. He can ...
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Medication routes and forms

Speaking 1 Look at these notes and match the 'five rights' (1-5) to illustrations A-E.

1 right patient
2 right time

3 right medication
4 right dose

5 right route

2 Work in small groups. Answer these questions.

1 Why is it important to remember the 'five rights' of medication?
2 Look at illustration C in 1.What other routes do you know? Make a list.

muscle

Vocabulary 3 Match words 1-10 to illustrations A-J.

It
I

44 •

1 capsules
2 drops
3 inhaler
4 injection
5 IV drip

mr§~~
I 4:E'm-

1

1 Paracetamol
500mg

_I J:IJ

6 ointment
7 spray
8 suppository
9 syrup

10 tablets

Medication

lID

blo
,--..- ..---- .._...__ ~I-lll

I&L
'----------=-Jol ~

-71
I

I

Di
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Listening

4 Work in pairs. Match the forms of medication in 3 to these routes. You can use
some words more than once.

1 (into the) ear 6 (into the) rectum _
2 (into the) eye 7 (on the) skin _
3 (by) mouth 8 (under the) skin _
4 (into the) muscle 9 (under the) tongue _
5 (into the) nose 10 (into a) vein _

5 M§tW Listen to four nurses talking about medication and tick .I the medical
problem for each patient.

IV = intravenous

tablet = pill

1 Katy: D heart problems D ear infection Dnausea Dskin rash
2 Ted: D heart problems D ear infection Dnausea Dskin rash
3 Mrs Fox: D heart problems D ear infection Dnausea Dskin rash
4 Ali: D heart problems D ear infection Dnausea Dskin rash

6 Listen again and complete this table.

form Route
Katy

Ted
Mrs Fox

Ali

7 Work in pairs. Listen again.Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)?Correct the
false sentences.

1 Katy feels cold. (T / F)
2 The nurse is going to administer Ted's medication. (T / F)
3 Mrs Fox is confused about her medication. ( T / F)
4 Student nurses can administer medication. (T / F)

8 Complete these explanations from the conversations in track 32with the words
in the box. Then listen again and check your answers.

a lot b~tter mgoto bed", lunchtime right three two water 25 mg 22.00

1 Pleasetake tablets now.You can swallow them with _
2 That's drops into his ear now, Mrs Mathews, and then

again just before he goesto bed.
3 You take now with a glassof water. The second one at _

then again at around 7 p.m. And the last one when you _
4 His next injection will be in the evening, at _
5 His skin rash is , isn't it?

Speaking 9 Work in pairs. Look at the audio script for track 32on pages76-77and practise
the conversations.
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Dosagesand frequency
Vocabulary 1 What do the symbols in the box mean? Match them to terms 1-5.

x

1 minus/subtracted from _ 4 equals/is Li;

2 plus/added to _ 5 divide(d) by_
3 multiplied by/times _

Listening 2 *liSI Work in pairs. Listen to three conversations and complete these
calculations. Then practise saying them to your partner.

1 60 mg _ 20 mg _ 3 tablets
2 250 ml_ 2 hours _ 125 ml per hour
3 28 kg _ 1.5 mg = _ mg

Vocabulary 3 Write these calucations in words. Then practise saying them aloud.

1 100 mg + 150 mg = 250 rng _

2 80 ml- 45 ml = 35 ml _
3 60 mg -T- 5 mg = 12 mg _

4 3 X 5 ml = 15 ml _

Language

Expressions of frequency
~!.~.tfllk .about frequency lik~ this:

these tablets once a day at 8.00.

I take my iron tablets twice a day at 8.00 and 22.00.

He uses a suppository every second day/every other day, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

The nurse administers medication three times a day, at 8.00,13.00 and 19.00.

We give him a morphine injection every four hours, at 8.00,12.00,16.00,20.00, etc.

4 Match expressions 1-5 to patients a-e.

1 three times a day _
2 twice a day _
3 onceaday_
4 every four hours _
5 every second day _

a) Ms Ford 08.00.1 12.00.1 16.00.1 20.00.1 00.00.1
b) Ms Sandhu 08.00.1 13.00.1 22.00.1
c) Ms O'Riley 08.00.1 12.00 16.00 20.00 22.00.1
d) Ms Meleki 08.00 13.00.1 16.00 20.00 22.00
e) Ms Andrews Mon .I Tues Wed .I Thurs Fri .I

Reading 5 Read the wiki entry on page 47 and answer these questions.

1 What was the language of medicine in Europe in ancient times?
2 When do medical professionals use Latin today?
3 Why did the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare

produce a new list of medical abbreviations?
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criptions
these abbreviations are not easy to understand. It

ge is also difficult to read abbreviations when they are
Iso handwritten, and people often make mistakes. All this

eis can cause serious patient safety issues.
atin In 2008 the Australian Commission on Safety and
ns. For Quality in Healthcare compiled a list of terms and
efore abbreviations that were clearer and easier to read.
s 'at Here are some of the abbreviations that regularly
medicine, cause problems:

Mistaken for ... Use ...

tid (three times a day) bd

qid (four times a day) daily

y qd (every day) or qid every second day

s six times a day 6 hrly

ay bd tds

-=- ~ ..., ...•..... "

Wiki-nurse Australia
Medical terms and abbreviations for pres
After the fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth
century AD Latin continued to be the langua
of communication in Western Europe, and a
of medicine. Today the language of medicin
English but medical professionals still use L
abbreviations, especially to write prescriptio
example, po means 'by mouth: pc means 'b
meals: ac means 'after meals' and hs mean
bedtime: However, unless you have studied

,Abbreviation Meaning

iBID or bid twice a day

IQDorqd every day

iQODorqod every other da

'6124 every six hour

TID or tid three times a d

Vocabulary 6 Work in pairs. Match the terms and abbreviations (1-4) to the expressions of
frequency (a-d).

1 4 hrly a) once a day/every day
2 bd b) every four hours
3 daily c) twice a day
4 tds d) three times a day

Writing 7 Look at prescriptions 1-3 and find abbreviations or symbols that match
these meanings.

1 after meals 5 milligrams _
2 at bedtime 6 number _
3 before meals 7 tablets _
4 capsules 8 twice a day _

(.ce
General Central Hospital

\CH
General Central Hospital

G~
General Central Hospital

Pt: Masoud Khan
Fluvastatin 20 mg (caps)
1 bd x 7 days
Dispense #14

Pt: Sally Taylor

Zocor 10 mg

one po daily hs

Dispense #90

Pt: Edna Cuthbert

Diovan 40 mg (tabs)

one po daily (pc/ac)
Dispense #90

8 Readthe prescriptions in 7 and write them out in words.

1 You need to give Sally Taylor ten milligrams of Zocor once a day by mouth, at

bedtime for 90 days.
2 Diovan is for your blood pressure, Edna. _

for _

3 For your cholesterol, your doctor has prescribed Fluvastatin, Mr Khan.
You need to take _

•



Sideeffects;assistingpatients with medication

Speaking 1 Work in pairs. Discuss these questions. Then compare your ideas with the rest
of the class.

1 What are side effects of medication?
2 Make a list of five common side effects.

Listening 2 Listen to Les, a nursing lecturer, talking about side effects to a group
of student nurses and tick .I the side effects he mentions.

Ddizziness D skin rash D tremors
Ddiarrhoea D stomachache D constipation
Dheadaches D swelling Ddrowsiness
Dnausea Dvomiting D loss of appetite

3 Put the words in 1-5 in the correct order to make sentences. Then listen again
and check your answers.

1 some patients / suffer / as you know, / side effects / and others don't
2 might feel nauseous / may suffer dizziness / some people / and others
3 even headaches / to have diarrhoea, / it's also possible / vomiting,
4 may cause swelling at the injection site / for some patients / injecting

drugs intravenously
5 Valium / drowsiness / patients who take / may experience

Language

I'
11 11 ,.I,"',n.ht

We use may/might + infinitive to talk Youmay feel some nausea. (It is possible but not 100 percent sure.)
about actions or events that are possible He might suffer some swelling from the injection.
now or in the future. It may take several months to heal up completely.

We might carry out more tests after we take off the bandages.
11 11

4 Use these prompts to write sentences with mayor might. Put the verbs in
brackets in the correct place.

1 you / a little dizzy after you take your medication (feel)
2 some patients / abdominal pains or sweating (experience)
3 your husband / some side effects but most patients don't (suffer)
4 you / some side effects to this drug (get)
5 we'll monitor him as we / to reduce his dosage (need)
6 it / a few weeks for the wound to heal completely (take)

Vocabulary 5 Look at the audio script for track 34 on page 77.Find words for side effects that
match these definitions. Underline the words as you read.

D 11 11

an illness where
the patient
frequently
passes solid
waste, often in a
liquid form

a condition
where the
patient cannot
pass solid waste
from the body

when the patient
feels sleepy

no longer having
a desire for food

shaking
movements in
your body that
you cannot
control
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Speaking 6 Sometimespatients forget to take their medication. Work in pairs. What
techniques can they use to help them to remember?Discuss.

take themedicationat thesametime of day

Reading 7 Readthis patient brochure and answer the questions.

Ask questions about your medicines.Your doctor, pharmacist and nurse can
help you learn about your medications and why they are important.

2 Check labels.Be sure you are taking the correct medication and havethe
correct dosage.

3 Avoid mistakes - don't take medication in the dark!

4 Tell your doctor if you take over-the-counter remedies such as vitamin tablets,
herbal medicines and aspirin.These sometimes react with other medications.

5 Report any new side effects.You may need to take a different dosageor your
doctor may decide to try a different medication.

6 Always carry a list of your medications.This is helpful to a health team in an
emergency.

1 Why is it important to read the label of a medication?
2 Why is it important not to take medication in the dark?
3 Give two examples of over-the-counter medication.
4 Why is it important to tell the doctor about new side effects?
5 Why is it a good idea to carry a list of medications?

Listening 8 &4~'Listen to a conversation between a nurse and Doris, a patient, and
complete 1-6 in Doris' medication record. Then compare your answers with
a partner.

Personal medication record Patient: Dorie MacDonald G_~H
General Central Hospital

Medication Reason for use Form Route
How much &

Side effects
when?

glaucoma
headaches, itchy, red

(1) right + left eye
eyes temporary

six units, every
insulin (2) injection

six hours

(3) (4) mouth diarrhoea

nausea, vomiting
Tamiflu (5) mouth

(take with food)

(6) general health tablets 1 mgaday

Speaking 9 Student A, look at Doris' medication record in 8. Student B, look at the
information on page 7l. Ask each other questions to complete the medication
record.

Whyis Doris taking ...?
Whatform of themedication is shetaking?
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Communicating with relatives by phone

Listening 1 Look at this list of things nurses say and do on the telephone. Which two are
not recommended? Discuss.

1 2
1 Saythe name of the ward/department. D D
2 Sayyour name. D D
3 Offer to help. D D
4 Correct the caller's English. D D
5 Ask the caller to repeat something. D D
6 Put the caller on hold. D D
7 Apologise if there is a lot of noise in the background. D D
8 Talk to another person at the same time. D D

2 &.,14 Listen to two telephone conversations and tick .I the actions in 1 for
each nurse.

Speaking 3 Work in small groups. Why is conversation 1 in 2 a bad example of how
to communicate with people on the phone? Why is conversation 2 a good
example? Make two lists.

In conversation 1, the nurse is stressed.
In conversation 2, the nurse is polite.

Language

Will

We use will + infinitive to talk about the future. I'll just check he is awake.
Will he be out of surgery at eleven? Yes,he will./No, he won't.

4 Complete this conversation with will and the verbs in the box.

arrive be check not come take transfer wait

Nurse:
Caller:

Patients' Ward 2, Nurse Willard speaking. How may I help you?
Yes,hello, I'd like to speak to my husband in room 255, please. I
want to tell him that I (1) at the hospital very soon. But
I (2) by car today. I (3) the bus, so I (4) __
probably __ late.
Sorry about the noise here. Could you repeat the room number?
Room 255.
Room 255.No problem. I (5) __ just __ he's awake and then I
(6) you. The medication we're giving him makes him a bit
tired. Can I just put you on hold?
Sure, I (7) - __

Nurse:
Caller:
Nurse:

Caller:
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Listening 5 MiJCf. Listen to the first part of a telephone conversation between a nurse
and a patient's relative and answer these questions. Write the answer or choose
the correct words in italics.

What is the name of the hospital?
G C H _

2 Which ward does the man call?
Emergency Room / Orthopaedics Ward

3 Why is the man's sister in the hospital?
She is giving birth. / She had an accident.

4 What is the patient's surname?
WestL _

Speaking 6 MiJCI:I Put the second part of the conversation in 5 in the correct order. Then
listen and check your answers.

Nurse:
Caller:
Nurse:
Caller:
Caller:
Nurse:
Caller:
Nurse:

Caller:
Nurse:

Nurse:
Caller:
Nurse:

oDo you have something to write with?
oThanks very much. I appreciate it. Bye.
o It's too early to tell. You'll need to speak to her doctor.
o Thanks. I'll be there as soon as I can.
[gJ Oh my goodness! Do you know if she's OK?
oRight. I'll inform your sister's doctor that you're coming.
oYes,go ahead.
oI'm afraid I can't give you any more information. You'll need to

speak to her doctor when she's out of surgery. Would you like to
come and wait at the hospital?

oAre you sure? I really need to know if she's OK.
DJ Ah, I see now. Your sister arrived at the ERthis morning. She's in

surgery at the moment.
oIt's 22 Kennedy Road. There's a visitors' car park.
oYes,I think I'll do that. What's the address?
oGoodbye.

7 Readthe conversation in 6 and underline examples of will.

Pronunciation 8 Read this information. Then draw the links between the words in the sentences.

In English we often link words together when we are talking.
consonant ---+ vowel: Could I speak to ...?

<;»
consonant ---+ word beginning with [u]: I'll tell her doctor.

'--'
,~ ,,'= "r"" .~. =s= "'

How can I help you?

How can I help you?
<;»

1 I see you're worried about her.
2 She's in surgery at the moment.
3 I'll help her when she's out of surgery.
4 I will inform her doctor that you're here.

9 Work in pairs. Take turns to read the conversation in 6. Link the words as
you speak.

Speaking 10Work in pairs. Practise a conversation between a nurse and someone asking
about a relative in hospital. Include all the recommended elements in 1.Then
swap roles and repeat the activity.
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Moving and handling patients
Speaking 1 Work in small groups. Discuss these questions.

When do nurses need to move patients? Make a list.
when thepatient changesdepartments

2 What do nurses need to think about when they move a patient? Make a list.
thepatients weight

Vocabulary 2 Work in pairs. Label these pieces of equipment for moving and handling
patients with the words in the box.

~~~a board handblocks hoist monkeypole rope ladder

Listening 3 WhpM Listen to three conversations. Which piece of equipment in 2 do the
nurses use for each patient?

2 _ 3 _

4 Listen again and complete these sentences with the words in the box.

pull up roll over sitting slide o~~on,!wi'!,g~v

1 Shecan herself to a position.

2 Now your legs the side of the bed.
3 You can the chair.
4 We're going to you onto your left side.
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Language

The fu.Jht::~egoing to, will . m", ,Sl'
-~

Nurses use be going to + infinitive to explain an intention or First I'm going to roll you onto your side.
a procedure (to the patient) before they do it. Are you going to get a wheelchair?

Nurses use will for decisions made at the moment of speaking, I'll go and find a wheelchair.
for an offer (of help) or for predictions. We'll help you up now.

She'll need some help to get out of bed.

•• :1 ..,
.~ =>~..-

5 Complete this conversation between two nurses, Simin (S) and Phi! (P), and a
patient, Abdel (A), with the correct form of be going to or will and the verbs
in brackets.

S: Hello, Abdel. Phi! and I (1) (help) you into a wheelchair so
you can go and sit in the TV room. What do you think? (2) _
(you / be able) to use the monkey pole?

A: I think so.
S: Good. And then Phi! (3) (help) you into the wheelchair.
A: This is great. I really want to see the football.
P: I (4) (go) and find a wheelchair, Simin.
S: OK. Abdel, I (5) Gust / loosen) the sheets on your bed first.

Now, can you pull yourself up? Hold onto the handle with both hands. Good,
good, well done.

P: Wait a minute. I (6) (bring) the wheelchair closer to make
it easier for you. That's better. Now hold onto me and I (7) _
(help) you into the wheelchair. There we go. How's that now, Abdel?

A: Great, thanks.

6 Work in groups of three. Practise the conversation in 5.

Reading 7 Readthis training brochure and put the stages in the correct order. Then look
at the conversation in 5 again and find examples for some of these stages.

Moving and handling procedure

D Encourage the patient to co-operate.

D Adjust the height of the bed and/or loosen bed linen if necessary.

D Give clear instructions to the patient at each stage.

[1] Explain what you are going to do and the reason for the move.

D Check if the patient is comfortable after the move.

D Explain your actions as you are performing them.

D Check that the patient agrees.

D Check the patient's level of independence.

~ .

Speaking 8 Work in groups of three. Student A, you are a patient. Students Band C,you are
nurses. Readsituation 1 below and think which piece(s) of equipment you need
to move the patient. Roleplay the scenario, using the expressions and stages in
4 and 7 to help you. Then swap roles and do the same for situations 2 and 3.

1 Help a patient who is too weak to move from their bed to a wheelchair to go
for a CT scan.

2 Turn a patient over and move them up their bed so that they are
more comfortable.

3 Help an overweight patient onto their feet to go for a short walk.
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Communicatingwith teammembersby phone

Speaking 1 Work in pairs. Answer these questions.

1 Why do nurses need to communicate with other medical staff by phone?
They need to book a porter to transfer patients to a different department

or room.

2 What other ways are there to communicate with members of the team?

Listening 2 Three nurses call to ask for porters to transfer their patients. Listen
and complete the patient information.

Name: Tony Montana
ID W: 811956

Patient room -+

Occupational Therapy

Name: Ali Murad
IDN°: _

Paediatrics -+

Radiology

Name: Karina Abramowicz
ID W: 783359

Patient room 210 -+

3 Complete this telephone conversation with the words and phrases in the box.

accompany ask for double five ID number
medical notes porter spell transfer---

Susie:
Davy:

Susie:

Davy:

Susie:
Davy:
Susie:
Davy:
Susie:

Davy:

Susie:
Davy:

Hello, Porter's Office, Susie speaking. How can I help you?
Yes,good afternoon, Susie.This is Staff Nurse Dayy Morris in ER.I'm
calling to (1) a(n) (2) to (3) Sylvia
Tyler to the Orthopaedics Department, please.
Could you give me the name of the patient again, please?And their
(4) ?
Yes,it's Ms Sylvia Tyler. ID number 5521146.Would you like me to
(5) that for you?
I think it's OK. Canyou just repeat the ID number for me?
Yes, it's (6) two double one four six.
OK, thanks. And who will (7) the patient?
I will.
OK. Finally, can you confirm that all the patient's medical documents
are ready?
Yes,we have the (8) , drug chart and all the nursing
documentation.
Great, we'll send you a porter right away.
Thank you very much for your help. Goodbye.

Speaking 4 Work in pairs. Practise calling a porter to transfer one of the patients in 2. Use
the conversation in 3 to help you. Changethe underlined information. Then
swap roles and repeat the activity.
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Language

Past si~ple of be ;,

We use the past simple of be to talk about the past. The patient was in ER this morning.
I wasn't in the handover meeting yesterday.
Was his temperature up? Yesit was./No, it wasn't.

iI JI

5 Nurses Jenny and Pat are discussing the patients in 2 and 3.Write four short
conversations about these patients using the past simple of be.You can invent
some information. Then ask a partner to check your use of the past simple of be.

Jenny: TonyMontanawas in theEmergencyDepartment.Whereis he now?
Pat: He wasn't in his room.I think he's in OccupationalTherapynow.
Jenny: OK,thanks.I wasn't sure.

Listening 6 &111. Listen to a telephone conversation between two colleagues, Samand
Glenda,and choose the correct words in italics.

1 Sam leaves/ takesa message.
2 Glenda leaves/ takesa message.

7 Readthis training brochure about how to communicate effectively on the
phone. Then listen again and tick.l stages 1-7 as you hear them.

Effective telephone communication between hospital staff

10 Answerthe phone- giveyour 4 0 Readbackthe message.
name,positionandward/50 Askforconfirmation.
department. 6 0 Askforclarificationof details

2 0 Offerto takea message. if necessary.
3 0 Takethe caller'snumber. 7 0 Endthe call.

.r.

8 Listen again and complete this telephone message.

(1) tocal/(2) inPathologyaboutMsShapiro's

(3) ; ext. (4) _

9 Look at the audio script for track 41 on page 78and underline expressions for
the different stages in 7.

Speaking 10 Work in pairs. Practise taking telephone messages.Use the information on the
first telephone messagecard and roleplay the conversation with your partner.
Then swap roles and do the same for the second card.

Caller: Nurse Salih

Ext.: 44239
Message for: Eddy Bull

Dept: Radiology

About (patient name): Rosie Hill

Message: book appointment for X-rayon

3rd Dec. in afternoon

Caller: Sister Carter

Ext.: 23350
Message for: Ksrine Jagger

Dept: Summer Ward

About (patient name): Ms Sandy Boyce

Message: check patient details
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Orderingsupplies

Vocabulary 1 In a hospital supply room, items are often colour coded. Work in pairs. Look at
illustrations A-L and put the items in the correct category.

1!.i§Mili~ D

1IIII I
I , I

Name
Nom
Nombre_--I~

'~@fi~!'~9i,i!ii:======~JD~ .'!·!I§I§iI"!I§,mi!M~¥i'·L ~c~_~
11

D

Yellow: urinary items Blue: patient room items

catheter set pillow

Listening -lit- Staff Nurses Cynthia and Louis are checking the inventory and
ordering supplies. Listen to their conversation and tick ./ the items in 1that
you hear.

3 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 For which rooms does Louis order supplies? For which floor?
2 What does Louis do to complete the order?
3 What did the hospital do a lot of this week?
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Language

Any, .ri~U~h • :t"~

=
'"

,
c"

We use any in negative sentences and questions with I can't find any pillows.
countable and uncountable nouns. Do we have any gauze?

Enough means 'as many or as much as is needed Do we have enough surgical tape?
or wanted: We can use it with countable and Do we have enough sterile cups?
uncountable nouns. Is/Are there enough? No, there isn't/aren't enough.

Remember: we use much and many when we ask How much disinfectant is there?
questions with countable and uncountable nouns. How many towels have we got?

I. JI ••:..:t: _ ~ii 'sur ~lii:1l!"', .'~

4 Complete these sentences and questions with much, many, any and enough.

1 'Do we have gowns?' 'Yeswe do, but we don't have _
How do we need?'

2 How blood do I need to take?
3 How gauzedo we need?Do we have for the rest of the week?
4 'Are there sterile cups in the storage room?' 'I think so.' 'How

____ are there?'
5 'Do we have disinfectant in the OR?''No, we don't have _

'How do we have?'
6 How surgical tape do I put on this bandage?Is this ?

Vocabulary 5 Match answers a-f to questions 1-6 in 4.

a) Just one specimen tube. _
b) Yes.About three centimetres is enough._
c) There are about five boxes of 50._
d) No, we need to order 30 packs. _
e) Weneed 28._
f) There are two bottles. _

6 Match 1-4 to a-d to make phrases.

1 a box
2 a pack
3 a roll
4 a bottle

a) of disinfectant
b) of gauze
c) of bandages
d) of tape

Speaking 7 Work in pairs. Student A, look at the information on this page.Student B, look at
the information on page 71.Follow the instructions.

Student A
1 You are a nurse and you need to order supplies. Phone Student B and order the

items on your list.

Weneed:

"* gauze(100rolls)

"* surgical tape (50rolls)

"* bandages(4boxes)

"* scissors (150)

"* disinfectant (60bottles)

"* syringes (5boxesof 50)

"* specimentubes (80)

"* hospital gowns(45)

A: Hello, this is Nurse ... at ... Hospital.
I'm calling to order some supplies.
No problem. What do you need?
Weneed ...

2 Swaproles. Listen to Student B ordering supplies and write the items you hear.
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Givingsimple safety instructions

Vocabulary 1 Match the words in the box to these definitions. Then label the illustration with

the words in the box.

1-apron disposable gloves eye protection mask sharps box

1 This protects your mouth and nose. _

2 This protects your clothes. You tie it around your waist. _

3 This container makes it easy and safe to dispose of needles. _

4 You wear these to protect your hands from the patient's blood and body
fluids. _

5 This helps protect your eyes. _

sharps = sharp
objects

a)

b)----

c)

d)----

e)

Language

Past simple: regular verbs 11 11

To form the past simple of most regular verbs, we add -ed to the verb. show - showed
clean - cleaned

Be careful of spelling Changes:
• verbs that end in -e: add -d. arrive - arrived
• verbs that end in consonant + -y: drop the -y and add -ied. carry carried
• verbs that end in one vowel + one consonant: double the consonant and add -ed. drop - dropped

We use the past simple to talk about actions and situations that started and finished She disinfected the wound.
in the past.

U 11

2 Look at the title of this article. Say what you think sharps injuries are. Then

complete the article with the correct past simple form of the verbs in brackets.

Eliminating sharps injuries in the OR: a hospital tells its success story

Many years ago a team at Wilfred Johnson Hospital
(1) (organise) a project to reduce the number
of sharps injuries. The OR supervisor, the hospital
safety officer and a general physician (2) _
(participate) in the project. They first (3) _
(review) the information about injuries from the year
before. This (4) (show) that there were too
many injuries with sharps, so the team (5) _
(decide) to write new 'sharps safety rules' to explain the
importance of safety. The new policy (6) _

(include) clear directions for the staff who (7) _
(use) sharps. The hospital (8) (purchase)
large boxes and put them in each OR. The team also
(9) (create) a new 'sharps zone; where staff
members (10) (pass) needles and knives
on trays. After six months the number of sharps injuries
(11) (decrease). In 2008 the staff only
(12) (report) six sharps injuries. In 2009 the
number (13) (continue) to go down - to only
three injuries!
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The endings of

regular verbs in

the past simple

sound different.

3 Listen and repeat.

1 Id/: ordered, tied, changed
2 It/: worked, fixed, stopped
3 IId/: disinfected, protected, needed

4 Write the verbs in 2 in the correct group. Then listen and check your
answers.

Pronunciation

Idl IIdIIt!

Language

We use always or never + if clause Always wear gloves if you do a blood test.
to talk about an obligation. Always wear a mask if the patient has tuberculosis.

If you use other materials, never put them in the sharps box.

Expres In ,obligation: always/never + if clause

5 Readthis conversation between Sarah (S), a senior nurse, and Anja (A), a
student nurse, and choose the correct words in italics.

S: If you give an injection, (1) alwaysI never throwaway the needle in the
sharps box here.

A: What about the cap?
S: (2) Always I Neverrecap the needle. Just drop it in the box.
A: Why?
S: Soyou don't injure yourself with the needle. And we have a special place

where we throwaway the sharps boxes. If you want to throwaway other
materials like gauzeor surgical tape, (3) alwaysI neverput them in the
sharps box. Sharps boxes are very expensive and we have a special waste
room in the hospital where we throw them away.

A: OK, I understand.
S: And if you take blood, (4) alwaysI neveruse disposable gloves.
A: That's also part of the Universal Precautions Policy, right?
S: Yes.For your safety and your patient's. And in the OR,if you pass sharps

like needles and knives, (5) alwaysI neveruse your hands. (6) Always I
Neveruse a tray.

A: OK. I can do all of that.

Speaking 6 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation in 5. Then swap roles and repeat
the activity.
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Caring for a patient in the recovery room

vital signs: pulse,

temperature,

blood pressure,

respiration rate

Listening 1 When a patient wakes up in the recovery room, a nurse usually asks them some
questions. Complete the missing words in these questions.

1 D Are you in any p ? 5 D Do you k where you are?
2 D Canyou br well? 6 D Canyou 0 your eyes?
3 D What's your n ? 7 D Do you f nauseous?
4 DCanyouh me?

2 .2~'Listen to a conversation between a nurse and a patient and tick .I the
questions from 1you hear.

3 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 How often does the nurse take the patient's vital signs?
2 Doesthe nurse give the patient an oxygen mask?
3 Is the patient nauseous?
4 Is she cold?
5 What does the nurse give the patient?

Vocabulary 4 How does the nurse in 2 ask the patient about her pain? Put the words in the
correct order to make the question. Then listen again and check your answer.

ten being the worst pain, / one being no pain at all, / what number is your pain
right now / on a scale from one to ten, / ?
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5 Work in pairs. Repeat the question in 4 five times with your partner.

Reading 6 When a patient is in recovery, a nurse has to take certain actions. Read these
notes and put the actions in the correct order.

* 0Checkthe patients airway is openand clear.
* 0Comparethe patients vital signs with the anaesthesiologists report.
* ITl Checkthe identity of the patient.
* 0 Listen to the anaesthesiologist givetheir report.
* 0 Introduce yourself
* 0 Takethe patients vital signs every 15minutes.

Language

Past simple' irregular verbs
"

j

Irregularverbsdo not form the past simplewith -ed. come-came
give -gave
tell- told

We usethe past simplewith ago to saywhen somethinghappened. The doctor left ten minutes ago.

Toformthe negativeof both regularand irregularverbs,we use He didn't speak to the nurse.
didn't + infinitive. He didn't eat his dinner.

Weform questionswith did. The wordorder in questionschanges: Did you write the report?
did + subject + infinitive. When did she wake up?

7 Write the past simple form of these verbs.

1 come
2 wake up
3 bring
4 leave
5 tell
6 go

8 Make these sentences negative.

1 He ate some of his dinner.
2 He drank a little water.
3 He had problems during the procedure.
4 We brought him to the recovery room.

7 have
8 give
9 speak

10 say
11 drink
12 eat

9 Put the words in 1-7 in the correct order to make questions. Then answer the
questions using the words in brackets. Write full answers.

1 when / Mr Wendall / surgery / did / come out / of / ? (five hours ago)
2 when / leave / the doctor / did /? (a minute ago)
3 check / his vital signs / did / the nurse /? (yes)
4 well / did / the surgery / go / ? (yes)
5 pain medication / give / did / him / the nurse / ? (yes)
6 speak / the nurse / to / did / the patient /? (yes)
7 the patient / drink / what / did / ? (a little water)

Speaking 10 Work in pairs. Student A, you are a nurse. Student B, you are a member of a
patient's family. Talk about his/her recovery. Use the sentences in 8 and 9 to
help you.
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Language

Removingsutures

We use first, second, third, then and finally to give
instructions.We oftenuse a commaafterthem.

First, wash your hands completely.
Second, lift up the suture.
Third, with the other hand, cut the suture.
Then, check the wound is healed.
Finally, clean and disinfect the wound.

Reading 1 Complete this text with first, second, third, then and finally.

Removi ng sutu res

Before removing sutures, it is important to follow these directions.

When removing sutures, put on an apron. If you have long hair, be sure it is tied back
securely. (1) , explain to the patient that you are going to remove their
sutures (the patient will probably use the word stitches). (2) , ask the
patient if he or she is comfortable. The patient may ask if it will hurt. Reassure the
patient that removing sutures doesn't hurt. (3) , wash and dry your hands.
Then prepare some gauze, cleansing solution and a stitch cutter on a sterile tray.
(4) , put your hand inside a sterile waste bag and use it like a glove to
remove the bandage from the sutures. Turn the sterile bag inside out so that the
bandage is now inside the bag. Put on sterile gloves. (5) , look at each
suture and check for inflammation around them.

2 Match the words in bold in I to illustrations A-H .
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3 Read the text in 1 again. Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the
false sentences.

1 Patients prefer the word sutures to stitches. (T / F)
2 It always hurts when you remove stitches. (T / F)
3 You should use a sterile bag like a glove to remove the bandage. ( T / F)
4 You should put on gloves after you remove the bandage. (T / F)
5 You should check for inflammation after you remove the sutures. (T / F)

Vocabulary 4 Read this conversation between a nurse and a patient and match the words in
bold (1-8) to words with a similar meaning (a-h).

A: Mr Liber, it's time to (1) remove your (2) stitches.
B: Will this hurt?
A: You may just feel a (3) pull. Are you sitting comfortably?
B: Yes.
A: First, I'm just going to clean your wound. There. It looks good. The cut

(4) healed nicely - no signs of infection.
B: That's good news.
A: Now I'll just (5) cut the suture near the knot, like this. With these (6) scissors

I'll just pull out the stitch. How was that?
B: Fine - no problem.
A: Great. Now I'll just clean the wound again ... and put some tape on your skin.

Be sure not to (7) take off the tape.
B: OK. Can I take a bath?
A: It's better to shower for the first week to let it (8) get better.
B: OK, thanks.

a) stich cutter __ e) take out __
b) heal_ f) snip_
c) joined up __ g) sutures __
d) pull off _ h) tug_

Language

We'll just run a few tests.
I'm just going to clean the wound with disinfectant.

5 Look at the conversation in 4 again and underline all the examples of just.

6 Rewrite these sentences using just. Then practise saying them to a partner.

1 I'll lift up the suture.
2 I'm going to cut the stitches with these scissors.
3 I'll check to see there are no signs of infection.
4 I'll leave these stitches in for three more days to let the wound heal.
5 I'm going to put a new bandage on the wound.

Speaking 7 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation in 4. Then swap roles and repeat
the activity.

8 Work in pairs. Practise describing the procedure for removing sutures to your
partner, a student nurse. Use the text in 1 and sequencing words. Then swap
roles and repeat the activity.

First, put on an apron. Second, tie your hair back ...
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Talking about old age
Reading 1 Work in pairs. Discuss these questions.

1 When do you think old agebegins?
2 Do you think a 75-year-old feels old?
3 How old would you like to live to?
4 Think about older people you know. What makes them happy?

2 Readthis survey and answer the questions.

Growing old in the USA: a survey
In 2009 we asked 3,000 Americans about growing old. There were some

interesting results.

When does old age begin?
There were different answers, depending on age and gender. Women generally

said a person becomes old at 70 but men put the number at 66. Most 19-year-

olds believed old age begins at 60.

Are you old?
Certainly not! Only 21 percent of respondents aged 65-74 and 35 percent of

those aged 75+ said they feel old.

What age would you like to live to?
In 2002 most people wanted to live until the age of 92. In 2009 the majority

said 89 years old. One in five would like to live into their nineties, and eight

percent say they would like to live to 100 years or older.

Are older people happy?
The answer to the question was yes. 34 percent of respondents aged 30-49

said old people were 'very happy' and only 14 percent believed they were

'not too happy: 28 percent of 75-year-olds said they were 'happy: and only

12 percent thought they were 'not too happy: Finally, what makes the older

generation happy? The answer is good health, good friends and financial

security - the same things that make younger generations happy.

Where should old people live?

1 When do most young people say old age begins?
2 What percentage of 75-year-olds feel old?
3 What agewould most people like to live to?
4 What makes older people happy?

Speaking 3 Work in pairs. Discuss these questions. Then compare your ideas with
another pair.

How are elderly people cared for in your country? In the family?
In specialised care homes? In their own home with community assistance?

2 Why do some people think a care home is the best place for the elderly?
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Vocabulary 4 Look at illustrations A-J and write facility (F) or activity (A) in the boxes. Then
say which facilities and activities you think an ideal care home should have .

.~ ...

0_ 0

Listening 5 &.114 Listen to a conversation between a nurse and Edwin, a new care home
resident, and write down the facilities and activities from 4 you hear.

6 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 What are Edwiri's hobbies and likes?
2 Why doesn't Edwin like TV?
3 How many children does Edwin have?
4 Why is the internet so important for Edwin?

Language

Offering advice and making suggestions
We can use these expressions to give advice or make suggestions:

why don't you/we + infinitive Why don't you send your son an emai/?

you/we could + infinitive We could go for a walk on the beach.

it's a good idea to + infinitive It's a good idea to speak to your doctor about your pain medication.

7 Complete these conversations with expressions from the Language box and the
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

I often feel lonely and miss my family.
_________ (put up) some photos of your family in your room?

I like sport but I have to be careful because of my arthritis.
Well, (join) the exercise class with Sally.

My father seems sad. I'm worried about him.
___________ (speak) to the senior nurse to check on

his progress.

I never see my grandchildren but I really want to keep in touch.
_________ (send) them an email or join them on Facebook?

My mother wants to wash her own clothes. Is that possible?
We have a laundry room here. (call) the
manager and ask her about it first.

A:
B:

2 A:

B:

3 A:

B:

4 A:
B:

5 A:

B:
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Assessing an elderly care home resident
Vocabulary 1 Work in pairs. Label photos A-F with the aids in the box.

commode dentures glasses grabber hearing aid walking frame
••.• _ ••41::: ••h. ~ S

r;;1~·~
~o '-' _

2 Match 1-6 to a-f to make sentences about the aids in 1.Then match the
sentences to the photos in 1.

1 Patients use this when they a) hear better.
2 Patients wear these when they lose b) up objects they cannot reach.
3 Patients wear these in order c) are not able to walk to the toilet.
4 Patients use this to pick d) them walk around more easily.
5 Patients wear this to e) to see better.
6 Patients use this to help f) their natural teeth.

Listening 3 WijfM Listen to the first part of a conversation between a nurse and Dipak
GyawaJi,a new care home resident, and choose the correct words in italics in
this assessmentform.

Assessment form
Personal
• I would like to be called (1) Mr Gyawali / Dipak.
• I'm happy when (2) I see my family / I'm by myself.
• (3) Impolite or unfriendly people / Noisy places make me angry.
• My favourite foods are (4) Spanish and French / Italian and Indian.
• Foods I dislike are bananas and (5) eggs / fish.
• I (6) wear / don't wear dentures.

4 &11:1Listen to the second part of the conversation in 4 and complete the
rest of the assessmentform.

Hobbies and interests
• My hobbies and interests are sports - (1) , and (2) - and music -

(3) and (4) Indian music.
I watch (5) on TV.I listento (6) on the radio.I (7) magazines.

Mobility
• I use a(n) (8) and a(n) (9) to move around.
• I (10) to use a commode.
• I find it difficult to bend, so I use a(n) (11) to pick things up.

Communication
• I (12) hearing problems.
• I (13) eyesight problems, so I wear (14) _
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Writing 6 Work in small groups. Why do you think it is important for care home nurses to
ask questions like the ones in the conversation in 3 and 4?Make a list.

Language 7 Complete these questions from the conversation in 3 and 4 with the words in
the box.

are can" do .110\IY wl1at (x3L whe'"l1"
~t:W= ~!l._. "'~Cl_ ~ ~a::;h.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

____ would you like us to call you?
____ do you feel?
____ do you enjoy doing?
____ are the children in the photo?
____ makes you angry?
____ you have any favourite foods?
____ there any foods you don't like?
____ you walk to the bathroom by yourself?
____ did you last see your family?

8 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in 7. Use the information in 3 and 4
to help you.

Speaking 9 Work in pairs. Student A, you are a new care home resident. Read case study 1
and complete this assessment form. Invent some of the information. Student B,
you are a nurse. Interview Student A. Then swap roles and repeat the activity
for case study 2.

Personal Assessment form
• I would like to be called _
• I'm happy when _

____ make(s) me angry.
• My favourite foods are _
• Foods I dislike are _

• I wear I don't wear dentures.

Hobbiesand interests
• My hobbies and interests are _

• I watch I don't watch (on) TV. I listen I don't listen to (on) the radio.
I read I don't read magazines.

Mobility
• I use I don't use a(n) to move around.
• I find I don't find it difficult to bend (, so I use a(n) to pick things up).
• I use I don't use a commode.

Communication
• I have I don't have hearing problems (, so I wear ).
• I have I don't have eyesight problems (, so I wear ).

Casestudy 1
Ms Sandy McDonald is 80 years old. She has hearing problems. She has
difficulty walking and needs to use a commode at night. Shewears dentures.

Casestudy 2
Mr Derek Simpson is 92. He wears dentures, has poor hearing and wears glasses.
He finds it difficult to walk without a walking frame. He needs to use a commode.

Recovery and assessingthe elderly
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Partner files I

1Meeting colleagues
Reading a

nursing schedule
Speaking exercise 5 page 7

Student B

Look at this hospital facilities schedule. Take the role of patient or visitor and ask
Student A questions to complete the information.

Midland Town Hospital
Hospital Facilities

Visiting hours

Car park Monday to Friday: 7.30 a.m. - 9.00 p.m.
Bank Weekdays: 10.00 a.m. - 12 noon and 1.00 p.m. - 3.00 p.m.

Restaurant
Monday to Friday: 7.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday:

Coffee shop
Monday to Friday: 8.30 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday:
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday:

Gift shop Tuesday and Friday: 10.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m. and 5.00 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Monday to Friday:
Newsstand

Saturday and Sunday: 12.00 noon - 8.00 p.m.
Breakfast: 7.30 a.m.

Patient mealtimes
Dinner:
Tea: 5.00 p.m.

Beverages:

Whatare the visiting hours?
Whatare theopeninghoursof the bank?
Whattime doesthe carpark open/close?
Whenis breakfast?

Meeting patients
and their visitors

Speaking exercise 5 page 8

Student A

1 You are a nurse. Practise meeting your patient. Introduce yourself and ask
questions about the family in Student B's picture.

Student B

You are a patient. Answer Student Ns questions.
A: Is thisyour family?
B: Yes.This is mysonand this is his wife.

2 Swaproles and repeat the activity.
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Checking patient
details

Describing

symptoms

2 Nursing assessment
Speaking exercise 6 page 13

Student B

You are a nurse and Student A is a patient. Ask Student A questions to complete
this patient record.

Patient details "',

Name: GHGender: l1Aale-
(

DOB:
Country of origin:

. ~Telephone number:
GP:
Email:
Address:
Next of kin: t

Relationship to patient:

2 Swap roles. You are the patient and Student A is a nurse. This is your patient
record. Answer Student Ns questions.

Patient details :!Ii

GHName: CVtandrika 'Bandaranaike- ~
Gender: ~e-l1Aale-
DOB: 0~.04.1~66 ~
Country of origin: Sri Lanka
Telephone number: 011-~1-0~7-704 4677~

'JGP: Nil1AalAriljawa1-Vti
Email: l1Aaakd~qlide-.ne-1-.in ,
Address: 4 Kodal1Abakkal1A HiqVt 'Qoad

J
Nunqal1Abakkal1A

J
..

AVtI1Ae-dabad3BOOOb
Next of kin: 'Qa~ji1- 'Bandaranaike-
Relationship to patient: Vtusband

..==, .... :..:- ..-... , Ml!!lf· ,..'~f""'
Speaking exercise 8 page 15

Student B

Ask Student A about his/her symptoms and tick .I the symptoms he/she has.

• fever • cough • tired

• sore throat • nauseous • earache

• stomachache • dizzy • sweaty

• headache • skin rash • runny nose

Possible diagnosis: Influenza, but see a doctor.

Hello, how do you feel today? Do you have a temperature? Do you have a

sore throat?

2 Swap roles. You are ill and these are your symptoms.
You
• have a very bad cough.
• have a bad sore throat.

• are dizzy.
• have a runny nose.

Answer Student Ns questions, explaining your symptoms. Student A will give you
a possible diagnosis.
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The body: torso

and head

Documenting
ROM exercises

70 •

5 The body and movement
Speaking exercise 4 page 39

Student B

You are on the telephone. Student A needs to fill in the Rangeof Motion (ROM)
exercise record for a patient, Mr Ahmad. Answer his/her questions.

Movement Repetitions Comments Nurse initials

Shoulder Repeat ten times. Mr Ahmad should sit on the
rotations bed. Left shoulder only.

Hip bends Repeat five times. Do this on the bed. Hold his
head and neck in your hands.

--
Head lifts Hold for five seconds, then put This is difficult for him because

down. Repeat three times. of the pain in his neck.
--

Chest lifts Hold for three seconds, then Give him a ball to hold near his
put down. Repeat five times. face. He pushes the ball up.

--

Student B

Speaking exercise 8 page 43

Listen to Student A. Then swap roles. Read Joe's flow sheet for 8th March and
explain to Student A which exercises the patient can and can't do.

Flow sheet - Range of motion exercises <;~:•.•
Patient: doe- t=e-licie- Room W: 2111 Date: 011.0'3.2012 General Central Hospital

Movement Time Comments
12.00 17.00

R shoulder flexion ,/ WNL
R shoulder rotation ,/ WNL
R hip abduction ,/ WNL

R hip extension ,/ WNL
L shoulder flexion ,/ WNL wi+k sottte- pait1.

L shoulder extension littti+e-J +0 100·

L hip abduction littti+e-J +0 'Wo

L hip extension littti+e-J +0 liS·

L knee extension littti+e-J +0 2S·
...

Nurse's Initials:

Joe can bend his right shoulder normally. He can ...
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6 Medication
Side effects;

assisting patients

with medication

Speaking exercise 9 page 49

Student B

Ask Student A questions to fill in the rest of Doris' medication record.

Person

Medica

Azopt

insulin

Metam

Tamiflu

multivit

tio

edication record Patient: Doris MacDonald G~
GeneralCentral Hospital

Reason for use Form Route
How much &

Side effectsn
when?

glaucoma drops
onedrop. three
times a day

itching, mild pain,
diabetes stomach redness or swellingat

the injection site

15mg, three
constipation syrup

times a day

75mg, two
cold capsules a day for five

days

general healthns mouth nausea

aim

ucil

ami

Why is Doris taking ...?
What form of the medication is she taking?

7 The hospital team
Ordering supplies Speaking exercise 7 page 57

Student B

1 Listen to Student A ordering supplies and write the items you hear.

2 Swaproles. You are a nurse and you need to order supplies. Phone Student A
and order the items on your list.

Weneed:

* sterile cups (10packs of 100)
* IVbags (200)

* sheets (15)

* blankets (15)

* pillows(30)
* towels (50, smallsize)

* bedpans(40)

* catheter sets (20)

A: Hello, this is Nurse... at ... Hospital.
I'm calling to order some supplies.

B: No problem. What do you need?
A: Weneed ...

l"trlm'l files•



Unit 1 Meeting colleagues
&1'*-
1 A: Hello, I'm StaffNurse GiIlian Campbell.

B: Hi, I'm Amy Bower.I'm a healthcare assistant for
WardC.

A: Nice to meet you, Amy.

2 A: Excuseme,are you WardSister MargaretJenkins?
B: Yes,I am.
A: Pleasedto meet you. I'm ChargeNurse Paul

Gallagher.
B: Goodto meet you, Paul.

3 A: Hi. My name'sPaul.
B: Hello, Paul. I'm David. So,where are you from, Paul?
A: I'm from Dublin. I'm the new chargenurse.What do

you do on the ward?
B: I'm a student.

a·,·s'
[T = Tyler; K = Karen]
T: Hi, Karen, it's Tyler Baker.
K: Oh, hello, how are you?
T: Good,thanks, Karen.Listen, canyou give me my

schedule for this week, please?
K: Sure.Is the afternoon shift OKfor you?
T: I have examsin the mornings, so the afternoon shifts are

perfect, yeah.
K: OK,so you start on Tuesdayat 16.45and finish at 23.00.

On Wednesday,you start at 15.30and finish at 22.15;and
it's the sameon Thursday.

T: That's good for me.
K: Are you free on Friday,Tyler? I needa staff nurse for St

Peter's CareHome in HiIlsworth.
T: I'm not free on Friday,no. But Saturday... I can work on

Saturday.
K: OK.Canyou do a morning shift at the AmazonHospital?
T: No problem. What time is the shift?
K: 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.

M'"
[C = Mrs Coxen;A = Anja]

1 C: Yes?
A: Goodevening,can I come in?
C: Yes,of course.
A: Hello. It's Mrs Coxen,isn't it?
C: Yes,hello.
A: My name'sAnja. I'm taking care of you this evening.

[K = Katya;W = Mr WiIliams]

2 K: Goodmorning, Mr WiIliams. CanI help you?
W: Well, yeah, but where's the other nurse?
K: Ellie works on the night shift. I'm Katya and I'm

taking care of you.
W: OK,right, good. Look, I need ...

72 Audio script

[M = Max;SA= SusieArnold]

3 M: Goodafternoon. Mrs Arnold?
SA: Susie;pleasecall me Susie.Goodafternoon.
M: Hi, Susie,I'm Max.Sorry to disturb you. I'm looking

after you. How are you today?
[D = Denny;K = Kendra]
4 D: Hello, it's Kendra, isn't it?

K: Yes.
D: Hello, Kendra. My name'sDenny.I'm looking after

you. Is that OK?
K: Yes.
D: And who's this?
K: It's my teddy. His name'sMr Willis.
D: Well, hello, Mr Willis. And how are you today?
K: I have a poorly arm.
D: A poorly arm?CanI look?.l*.~.

D: Hello, it's Kendra, isn't it?
K: Yes.
D: Hello, Kendra.My name'sDenny.I'm looking after you. Is

that OK?
K: Yes.
D: And who's this?
K: It's my teddy. His name'sMr Willis.
D: Well,hello, Mr Willis. And how are you today?
K: I have a poorly arm.
D: A poorly arm?CanI look?

&'.1.
A X-ray machine
B CTscanner
C MRIscanner
D ECGmachine.,.iM
[N = Nurse;AK = Amira Khan;DS= Dorothy Simpson;EK =

Emilia Kadinska]

1 N: Goodafternoon, Ms Khan.Are you ready for
your ECG?

AK: I supposeso.
N: CanI just look at your identity bracelet?Thank you.

What is your full name,please?
AK: Amira Khan.That's K-H-A-N.
N: And your date of birth?
AK: 1st February 1956.
N: Thank you. CanI swipe the code on your bracelet?

All done, thanks.
2 N: Mrs Simpson?Mrs Simpson?Sorry, Mrs Simpson.

How are you?
DS: OK,dear,thank you.
N: Mrs Simpson,it's time for your CTscan.
DS: Already?
N: Yes.CanI look at your identity bracelet first?

Thanks.What's your full name?
DS: Dorothy Simpson.
N: How do you spell 'Simpson', please?
DS: Oh ... ah ...5-1-M-P-5-0-N.
N: And what's your date of birth?
DS: 22ndJune 1932.
N: 1932.Thank you, Mrs Simpson.



3 N: Emilia?Hello. Are you ready for your X-ray?
EK: Sure.
N: CanI seeyour ID bracelet, please?
EK: Again?
N: Afraid so. It's important we have the right patient.
EK: Right. My name'sEmilia Kadinska.That's K-A-D-I-N-

S-K-A.And my date of birth is 16thApril 1998.
N: Thanks,Emilia. And can I swipe the code?That's

great.All correct.

[K = Kelly; J = Jake)
K: Hello. How are you this morning, Jake?
J: A bit tired.
K: It's time for your X-ray now.Are you ready?
J: Oh, OK.
K: CanI just seeyour identity bracelet first, please?Thanks.

What's your full name?
J: JakePeterson.
K: Your date of birth?
J: 18thJanuary 1982.
K: 18thJanuary 1982.OK.CanI swipe the code on your

bracelet, please?That's it, thanks.

[K = Kelly; J = Jake;C = Claire)
K: Canyou walk to the X-ray Department, do you think?
J: Is there a wheelchair or a walking stick, maybe?I'm a bit

weak this morning.
K: There's a wheelchair.
J: I prefer that, thanks.
K: Of course. Let me help you. There you are.Are you

warm enough?
J: I'm a bit cold, actually.
K: Let me give you a blanket. Is that better?
J: Thanks.
K: Herewe are at Radiology.Morning, Claire.
C: Kelly, hi.
K: Claire, this is JakePeterson.Hehas an appointment for

an X-ray at 10.30.
C: Goodmorning, Jake.I'm Claire. I'm taking care of you

today and ...

Unit 2 Nursing assessment

[A = Adviser; H = Mrs Herriot]

1 A: Goodmorning, Health-Connect,how can I
help you?

H: Yes,hello. I need a doctor for my little boy, please.
He'sgot this rash and I'm really worried about him.

A: I understand your concern. I just needto take his
details, and our practice nurse will call you back.

H: Oh, OK,sure.
A: Canyou give me your son's full name?
H: Yes,it's JamesHerriot.
A: Canyou spell the family namefor me, please?
H: H-E-R-R-I-O-T.
A: Is the last letter P as in Peter?
H: No, T as in Thomas.
A: And your name,please?
H: Anna Herriot.
A: What is your relationship to the patient?
H: I'm his mum.
A: OK,thanks. And can you give me your phone

number,please?
H: 775-932-8053.
A: Thank you, Mrs Herriot. Oneof our practice nurses

will call you back in the next 30 minutes.

[A = NurseAyali; K = Mr Kamil]

2 A: Mr Kamil, good morning. Pleasetake a seat. I'll be
with you in a moment. Sorry about that. Now,what
can I do for you?

K: Morning, NurseAyali. I'm here for my blood test.
A: That's right. I just need to check your patient

record first if that's OK.Pleaseconfirm your full
nameand date of birth for me.

K: Amir Kamil. Kamil - K-A-M-I-L.I was born on 9th
January 1973.

A: Thank you. And where do you live? I have 32
AvenueMohammed-V.

K: No, I don't live there any more. My new address is
81AvenueMahmoud Diouri.

A: Canyou spell Diouri, please?
K: Yes,it's D-I-O-U-R-1.
A: D-I-O-U-R-1.And do you have an email addresswe

can use?
K: akamil@teleco.com- that's A-K-A-M-I-Lat T-E-L-E-

C-Odot corn.
A: OK,thanks. I'll passthese details on to the

receptionist.

-.-4--'·-
A I have a runny nose.
B I have a headache.
C I have stomachache.
D I have a cough.
E I have a fever.
F I feel itchy.
G I have a skin rash.
H I have a sore throat.
I I have earache.
J I have swollen glands.
K I feel tired.
L I feel sweaty.
M I feel dizzy.
N I feel nauseous.

&1f-
[C = Chelsea;M = Mother; N = Nurse]
1 C: My head hurts, Mummy.

M: I know,sweetheart. The nurse is going to look at
you. Do you still feel sick?

C: No.
N: CanI just feel your neck, Chelsea?That's right. Yes,

it's swollen, isn't it? Is she still nauseous?
M: No, she isn't.
N: OK, it looks like she has ...

[N = Nurse; M = Milly; F = Father]
2 N: Hello, what's your name?

M: Milly.
N: That's a pretty name.Now,Milly, can I have a look

at your ears?Youhave a little rash there and your
glands are swollen, I see.Doesthis hurt?

M: Yes,it does.
N: And a fever.You're very hot, aren't you? Doesshe

have any other symptoms?
F: Shehas a runny nose.
N: Sorethroat?
F: Yeah,a little ...
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[N = Nurse; I = Isabelle;M = Mother]
3 N: How are you today, Isabelle?

I: I have a bad sore throat.
N: Doyou havea cough?
I: Yes,and ...and spots.
N: Spots?Really?Canyou show me?
I: Yes.I've got them here and here, look.
N: Oh,yes,a skin rash.
I: My best friend, Kelly, she has spots, too.
N: Doesshe?Ms Quinn, does Isabellehaveany other

symptoms?
M: She'sgot a bit of a fever and cold symptoms -

runny nose,you know.
N: Right. OKthen, Isabelle;let's haveanother look at

that rash.

-&-?l".-p-.-
[N = Nurse;A = Alessandro]
N: Is this your first blood test, Alessandro?
A: Yes,it is, and I really don't like blood.
N: OK,well, let's go step by step. Pleaseroll up your sleeve

for me.Let me disinfect your arm first. Now let me tie
the tourniquet round your arm. OK,now you'll feel a
small pin prick.

A: Oh!That's tight.
N: It won't take long. Now turn your headto the window.

What canyou see?
A: I seea school. There are lots of children, a teacher,I

think ...
N: Uh-huh,yes?Now I just needa minute to changethe

specimentube.
A: Uh-oh.I feel really dizzy.
N: That's OK.Now hold this cotton ball to your arm. Press

hard for a minute and bend your arm. Yes,that's right.
Takea deep breath and closeyour eyes.Good.

A: I don't like this.
N: Keepbreathing. It's done now.Now for the plaster ...

and I'll send this to the lab.
A: I don't feel so good.
N: Here'ssomejuice; that will help your dizziness.
A: Thanks.
N: Just relax. How do you feel now?
A: Much better. I feel much better ...

1 If you feel faint, let me know.
2 If you feel weak,tell me.
3 If you feel nauseous,let me know.
4 If you feel hot, tell me.

Unit 3 The patient ward

1 oral
2 tympanic
3 electronic
4 thermometer
5 temperature
6 disposable

&?I(.
A: Goodmorning, Fred.How did you sleep last night?
B: OK,thanks. Not bad.
A: Is it OKto take your temperature?
B: Sure,no problem.
A: Canyou open your mouth for me, please?And can you

just put this under your tongue?That's it. Now could
you closeyour mouth and hold for a minute?Good,I
think that's done. CanI just take out the thermometer?

L-- 74_ • Audio script

Thanks.Let's havea look.
B: Is it normal?
A: Your temperature is 36.9 degreesthis morning. It's fine.
B: What are you doing now?
A: I'm just recording it on your temperature chart.

Kt1'-
cleansupply room
conferenceroom
nurses'lounge
nurses'station
patient room
physicians' area
soiled utility room
visitors' toilet

&'11:i
[S = Steve;K = Kelly]
S: Doyou like your new job then, Kelly?
K: I do, yes.The people are all really friendly. It's a

good team.
S: What about the patient ward?
K: It's a bit small and we have to sharesomeof the

facilities with other patient wards.
S: Oh.Aren't there any patient rooms?There are more

than 20in our ward.
K: Of course there are patient rooms, Steve!But there isn't

a conferenceroom, for example;and there aren't any
visitors' toilets either.

S: Strange.There are two conferencerooms in our ward
but only one visitors' toilet. Is there a nurses' station?

K: Yesthere are two small ones.What about where
you work?

S: There is one big nurses' station and two small ones.
What about a nurses' lounge?

K: There isn't one in our department, no.
S: Shame,our nurses' lounge is great.There's a TV,a

microwave, free tea and coffee,DVDs...

[SW= ShellyWagner;A = Mrs Azziza;J = Jerome;P = Mr Patel]

1 SW: Hello, Mrs Azziza,how can I help you?
A: Nurse,oh, thank you for coming. I really, really

need to go to the toilet. Thanks for coming.
SW: OK,no problem. Let me help you out of bed. There

we go.Here'syour walking frame.Doyou needany
help with ...

2 SW: Yes,Jerome,this is Shelly,what can I do to help?
J: Is that NurseWagner?
SW: Yes,it is. CanI help you?
J: Yes,Nurse,please.I'm very thirsty and there's no

more water in the jug.
SW: Right,OK.I'll bring you more water in a few

minutes. Is that OK?
J: In a few minutes?Oh, OK.
SW: CanI help you with anything else,Jerome?
J: Er,yes,can you turn off the TV?I want to try and

sleep.
SW: I'm coming in a few minutes, OK?

3 SW: Mr Patel,you rang.How can I help you?
P: I'm really sorry to disturb you, Nurse ...
SW: You're not disturbing me.What can I do for you?
P: I havea terrible pain in my leg. It won't stop and

I can't sleep.
SW: It's OK,I'm here. Pleasetry to relax. I'm calling

the doctor now and we're going to help you. The
doctor will give you somemore pain medication.
Just try to breathe ...



&·1'4'-
[H = NurseHenshaw;F = Mr Fredericks]
H: Mr Fredericks,it's NurseHenshaw.How can I help you?
F: I can't ... I can't breathe!
H: OK,I'm going to help you. Let's put your bed up first.

That's better. Now I want to give you someoxygen.Let's
put the maskon. Is that better?

F: No ...no ... I feel hot. I'm ... I'm really worried.
What's happening?

H: It's OK,I'm here.Keepyour maskon. Try not to talk. I'm
calling the doctor now.OK,pleasetry to relax.You're in
good hands.Look at me and breathe with me.Good.You
can slow your breathing down now.That's it. How are
you feelingnow?

F: A little better, but my chest feelsso tight.
H: Keepbreathing with me, it's OK.Good.The doctor is

here.We'retaking care of you.

Unit 4 Food and measurements

1 A:

B:

A:
B:

2 A:
B:
A:
B:

Here'sthe menu,Mr Robertson.What would you
like today?
I'd like a pieceof quiche, somemashedpotatoes
and an orange,please.
Wouldyou like a drink?
Please,yes. CanI have somecoffee?

My order's ready.
OK.CanI just check it first?
Yeah,sure.
Spaghettibolognaiseand a turkey sandwich?
I'm sorry, Michela;you can only haveone
main course.What would you prefer,spaghetti
bolognaiseor a sandwich?

A: Um... a sandwich, please.
B: OK.Oneturkey sandwich.What about a dessert

and a drink?
A: An apple, pleaseand ...and somecola. Thanks.

1 a hundred and sixty
2 a hundred and nineteen
3 one thousand and fifty
4 one thousand, two hundred
5 eighteen
6 one point two five

1 A: And how manycalories are there in a glassof
orangejuice?
About 168,I think.
How many glassesof orangejuice can I order?
Just one for now, I think. How much apple puree do
you want?
Just a little.

How much milk can I have,NurseWebster?
You're on a 2,OOO-caloriediet.
That's right, yes.
Soyou candrink a coupleof glassesa day if you like.

Nurse Chueng,just a little question.
Yes?
CanI order a glassof milk and a cup of coffee?
I'm not sure how many calories there are in a cup
of coffee.
There are no calories in black coffeeand only 90
calories if you take fat-freemilk.

B:
A:
B:

A:
2 A:

B:
A:
B:

3 A:
B:
A:

B:

4 A: Nora, sorry, can you tell me how many calories Mrs
Kelly is allowed?

B: She'son a low-calorie diet for the next few days,so
that's 1,200a day.

A: OK,thanks.Just checking.

&·21.
1 kilo
2 calorie
3 litre
4 kilojoule
5 kilogram
6 millilitre

Md+W
[N = Nurse;C = Cherif; L = Lydia]

1 N: So,what would you like to order for your lunch
today, Cherif?

C: I have problems swallowing. What do you suggest?
N: Why not havea cheeseomelette?It's easyto eat.
C: Yes,but I don't really like omelettes.What's the

vegetable lasagnemadeof?
N: It's a dish with tomatoes and peppers with pasta

and a cheesesauce.It smells good, anyway.
C: OK,I'll have that.
N: Wouldyou like to order anything else?
C: Yes,I'd like someorangejuice and somefruit salad

for dessert, please.
N: Great,all done. Giveme your menucard and I'll

hand it in for you.

2 L: Sorry,Nurse,can you help me with my menu
order?My daughter is going to bring in my reading
glasses;I can't read the menuwithout them.

N: Yes,of course, Lydia. Let's havea look.
L: I'm a vegetarian,so what can I have today?
N: Well,how about some lasagneor the tomato and

mozzarellasalad?
L: Is it vegetarian,the lasagne?
N: Yes.
L: OK.And am I allowed to eat the cherry tart?
N: I'm afraid you're on a restricted diet for the next

few days,Lydia. There'syoghurt on the menu
today.Wouldyou like that?

L: I would like somehoney or sugarwith it. Is that
possible?

N: It's served with honey,yes.And would you like a
starter? There's orangejuice.

L: No, it's OK;that will be too much.

Mif44
[PM = PaulaMinelli; T = Mrs Taylor]
PM: Mrs Taylor,hello. Wouldyou like somehelp with your

meal today?
T: Yes,please.My handsare shakingand I don't want to

spill anything, if possible.
PM: Let mejust wash my handsand find an apron. OK,

ready.Wouldyou like a straw for your orangejuice?
T: Please.
PM: Thereyou go. It's OK,take your time, Mrs Taylor.
T: I'm sorry; I'm just not very hungry.
PM: You're doing well. How about somemore orangejuice?
T: I think that's all I can drink, thanks.
PM: You'rehaving the chicken and vegetables- it smells

really good. How much can you eat today?
T: A little. Maybehalf of it.
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PM: That's good.Wouldyou like somehelp with your
vegetables?I cancut them up for you.

T: Thanks,but you know,I don't think I reallywant any.
PM: Canyou just try a little?
T: OK,just a little bit.
PM: That's good.
T: I really can't eat any more.
PM: Justonemorepotato?

Unit 5 The body and movement-/.1-
[N; Nurse;D; Mr Dubois]
N: OK,Mr Dubois,it's important to do theseexercises

every day to help you.
D: All right; you're the boss.CanI stay in bed?
N: Yes,sir. It's important that you arecomfortable.Let's

start with your feet.Nowkeepyour heelson the bed
and pushyour toes to the end of the bed.

D: Like this?
N: Yes,that's right. Pushyour left foot, then your right

foot. Good.Nowtry and rotate your foot in a circle.
D: That's easy.Noproblem.
N: That's good becausethis exerciseis really important.

Canwe try your legsnow?
D: Ohthat will hurt.
N: Well,you are taking pain medication,so it might not

hurt too much.
D: OK...
N: Now lift your right leg.Bendyour kneejust a little.

Nowmoveyour legto the sideof the bed.That's right.
Let's do that againten times.

D: Ten!
N: Yes,ten. Let's count together.One,two, three, four ...

You'redoing really well.

-?4:1
[N ; Nurse;P ; Patrick;H ; Hugo;J ; Juan]

1 N: Patrick, backalreadyfrom physio?Howarethe
exercisesgoing?

P: It's slow,Nurse,but you know ...
N: Well,what's your long-termgoal?
P: For the moment,I just want to climb the stairs

by myself.It's very simple, really.My wife usually
helpsme.It's difficult in our house.

N: Uh huh?
P: I sleepin the living room but the bathroom is

upstairs, so ...

2 N: OK,Hugo,so oneof your goalsis to beableto eat
by yourself.

H: Yeah,sure.After the accident this is still difficult
forme.

N: OK.What do you want to do today?
H: My shoulder is really painful. I can't do the

shoulder exercisestoday.
N: That's fine.What canyou do?
H: I think the wrist exercisesareOK.
N: Good.Well, let's start with those.We'll stop if it

hurts.

3 J: I think my arms aregetting stronger.I canalready
put on someof my clothes by myself.

N: That's greatnews,Juan.Well,for today our goal is
three setsof ten on eacharm.Canyou do that?

J: OKwith me.
N: Canyou do this exercise~ times a day?
J: Yes,I think so.
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&1:%,
1 What do you want to do today?
2 Canyou do this exercisethree times a day?
3 What canyou do?
4 Canyou do that?

_i,lel
[N; Nurse;T; Thelma]
N: OK,Thelma,let's seewhat you cando today.Our goal is

three setsof ten on eachleg.What do you think?
T: I'll try. It's moredifficult on the left leg.
N: OK,we'll try the right legfirst, then. Ready?
T: OK,yes.
N: Moveyour legout to the side asfar asyou can.That's

right.
T: That's OK?
N: You'redoingvery well, Thelma.And then back.Now

let's repeatthat. Good,good.And oncemore.Out to the
side ...and back.Again...and relax.Verygood.A little
rest?

T: I'm OK,thanks.
N: Nowfor the left leg.Are you ready?Tell me if it

hurts, OK?
T: OK.
N: So,let's try. Moveyour legout to the side.That's it. Just

a little higher ...and back.That's better,well done!
T: Yeah,that's really difficult.
N: Yes,but it's much better than yesterday.Much better.

Let's try again.Out to the side ...a little higher ...and
back.

T: I'm sorry, it's too painful.
N: Let'sstop now.I think it's a good idea.

-i'"[C ; NurseCarter;SN; senior nurse]
C: Joeis doing much better today.
SN: That's good to hear.
C: Yeah,he'sjust donehis nine o'clock exercisesession.

Hehasnormal movementin his right shoulder now- he
performedboth rotation and f1exionexercisesvery well.

SN: What about the hip exercises?
C: Hecando the abduction and the extensionexercises

but he still hasa lot of pain in his right hip. And as
for exercisesfor the left shoulder,hecanonly do the
shoulder f1exionto 100degreesand hecan't do the
shoulder extensionexercisesat all for the moment.I'm
writing up the flow sheetnow.Doyou needanyother
information?

Unit 6 Medication
MrlCtW

Goodmorning,Katy.Howareyou feeling?
A little tired.
Doyou still havethe nausea?
Yes,I do.
OK.I cangiveyou somethingto control the nausea
if you want.
Ohyes,please.
Doyou haveenoughwater?Good.Pleasetake two
tablets now.Youcanswallow them with water.

I think I'll haveto givemy husbandhis drops.Ted
won't beable to do it himself.
Yes,I think you're right.
What is the dosage?
That's three drops into his right earnow,Mrs
Mathews,and then againjust beforehe goes
to bed.

1 A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

B:
A:

2 A:

B:
A:
B:



A:
B:

3 A:
B:

A:
B:
A:

4 A:

B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

1 A:

B:

2 A:

B:

A:

3 A:

B:

A:

A:
B:

OK,that's easyenough.Thanks for your help.
You're welcome.

What are these for, Nurse?I've forgotten.
The capsulesare for your heart problems, Mrs Fox,
for the angina.
That's right. I forget, I'm sorry.
Weall forget from time to time. Now let me explain
the dosage.Youtake 25 mg now with a glassof
water.The second one at lunchtime, then againat
around 7 p.m. And the last one when you go to bed.
Oh that's a lot to remember.
Would you like me to write the times down for you?
Would you, dear?That's very kind of you.
We'regoing to giveAIi Haddadhis antihistamine
injection now.Would you like to come and observe?
CanI practise giving him the injection?
As a student you can only watch, I'm afraid.
I understand.
His next injection will be in the evening,at 22.00.
OK.Actually, I sawAIi earlier; his skin rash is a lot
better, isn't it?

Mr Johnson is to get 60 mg of Lasix.Wehave
20 mg tablets on hand. How many tablets will you
give him?
I divide 60 mg by 20, which equals three.
Sothat's three tablets.

If you infuse 250 ml over two hours by IV,what is
your flow rate per hour?
Urn,OK ... 250divided by two hours, which equals
125ml per hour, I think?
Yeah,that's right.

Billy needs 1.5mg per kilogram of Solumedrol and
he weighs 28 kg.How many milligrams will you
give him?
If I do 28 kg multiplied by 1.5,which equals 42 mg,
then I give 42 mg. Is that right?
Yeah,that's right. Good.

Today we're talking about side effects.We'll look at the most
common drugs first. As you know,some patients suffer
side effects and others don't. And not all patients suffer
the sameside effects either. Let's consider ibuprofen, for
example,a very common pain medication. Somepeople may
suffer dizzinessand others might feel nauseous.It's also
possible to have diarrhoea, vomiting, even headacheswith
this type of pain medication. Injecting drugs intravenously
may causeswelling at the injection site for some patients.
Stomachachesare a side effect of someanti-allergy drugs, as
well as loss of appetite and constipation. Patientswho take
Valium may experiencedrowsiness; others may get a skin
rash. Tremors are another side effect of this drug.

Md;_
[N = Nurse;0 = Doris1
N: Right, Dorls, let's have a look at your medication

record together, shall we?Canyou show me all your
medication first?

0: Hereyou are - here's the drops for my eyes,my insulin
and the Metamucil.

N: OK,now write down the nameof eachmedication in
the chart.

0: OK.First for my eyes- Azopt. That's A-Z-O-P-T.Then my
insulin for my diabetes ... then Metamucil. Let's seehow
you spell that ...M-E-T-A-M-U-C-I-L.

N: What about over-the-counter medication?
0: I'm taking Tamiflu at the moment. I have a bad cold.

N: Yes,I can tell. Do you take any vitamins?
0: Just multivitamins. Shall I write these down, too?
N: Yes,write down everything. You're suffering from

constipation at the moment, Doris?
0: Yes,I think it's a side effect of the insulin. My GP

prescribed me Metamucil.
N: That's good, but I don't think constipation is a side

effect of insulin.
0: Oh.
N: Well, I think that's everything.

K;t,IM
1 A: Oh shoot, this is just not my day today! Yes...yes,

hello?
B: Uh ... hi. Is this patient department?
A: What?
B: Is this patient department?
A: What?Oh,you meanthe patients' ward. Well, it

depends.We'vegot three of them.
B: I call for my husband. He in room 204.
A: Oh yeah, hangon ...yeah. Roomtwo zero what?

Hangon a second.Canyou just give me a second?
I'm on the phone. Yeah,what room number was
that again?

B: Room204.Mr Fang.

2 A: Patients' Ward2, NurseWillard speaking.How may
I help you?

B: Yes,hello, I speakto my husband in room 255,
please.

A: Sorry about the noise here. Could you repeat that?
B: Room255.
A: Room255.No problem. I'll just check he's awake

and then I'll transfer you. The medication we're
giving him makeshim a bit tired. CanI just put you
on hold?

B: No problem. I wait.

MdiM
A: Hello, GeneralCentral Hospital, Orthopaedics Ward.

NurseWilson. How can I help you?
B: Yes,hi. I'm calling to get some information about my

sister.Shewas in a car accident and I'm really worried
about her. I really needto know if she's OK.

A: CanI haveyour sister's name,please?
B: Uh ...Jeanne.JeanneWestberry.
A: Jeanne...sorry ...Westdury?D-U-R-Y?
B: No, -berry. B-E-doubleR-Y.
A: B as in Beatrice, E-R-R-Y?
B: Yes,that's right.
A: Let me just check.

Md!:'
A: Ah, I seenow.Your sister arrived at the ERthis morning.

She'sin surgery at the moment.
B: Oh my goodness!Do you know if she's OK?
A: It's too early to tell. You'll need to speakto her doctor.
B: Are you sure?I really needto know if she's OK.
A: I'm afraid I can't give you any more information. You'll

needto speakto her doctor when she'sout of surgery.
Wouldyou like to come and wait at the hospital?

B: Yes,I think I'll do that. What's the address?
A: Doyou have something to write with?
B: Yes,go ahead.
A: It's 22 KennedyRoad.There's a visitors' car park.
B: Thanks. I'll be there assoon as I can.
A: Right. I'll inform your sister's doctor that

you're coming.
B: Thanksvery much. I appreciate it. Bye.
A: Goodbye.
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Unit 7 The hospital team
.fiU'
1 A: Dan,can you comeand help me with Ms Marsh,

please?
B: No problem.
A: Shehas a rope ladder,so she can pull herself up to

a sitting position but she'll needsomehelp to get
out of bed.

B: Are we going to use a hoist?
A: No, I don't think we needa hoist. Ms Marsh only

weighs about 45kilos, poor thing.
B: Oh, OK.

2 A: Mr Baxter,we're going to help you into your chair.
You'll be more comfortable for watching the TV.
Carol is going to lower your bed first.

B: And what's that?
A: You'venever seenone of these before?Great,isn't

it? It's called a bananaboard. Now canyou sit up
first, please?That's it. Now swingyour legsover
the side of the bed. I'm going to put the banana
board on your bed and - and now you can slide
onto the chair. Carefulnow ...slowly. There you are.

3 A: Kenny,are you ready?We'regoing to roll you over
onto your left side.

B: Just a second- my leg.OK.I'm OK.
A: Are you sure?OK,so we'll roll you over.Good.I'm

going to put this slide sheet on the bed and now
we'll roll you over againonto your back.

&_"',.1Itj_'.".'.
1 A:

B:
A:

B:

A:

2 A:
B:
A:

Hello, is that the Porter's Office?
Yes,it is. CanI help you?
Yes,please.This is Sister Marshall from Kelmann
Ward,and I'd like a patient transferred to
OccupationalTherapy,please.
Certainly.Canyou give me the nameof the patient
and the room number,please?
Yes,that's Room211 and the patient's nameis Tony
Montana.Shall I spell that for you?
Yes,the Porter's Office,please.
Yes,you're through. How can we help you?
Goodmorning. This is StaffNurseAnia Pershik
in Paediatrics. I'm calling to ask for a porter to
transfer one of my patients to Radiologyfor
his scan.
No problem. Canyou give me the patient's
details, please?
Yes.It's A1iMurad, ID number 992163...

Goodevening,Porter's Office.
Yes,hello. I'd like a porter to transfer a patient of
mine, please.
OK.CanI have somedetails, please?
Sure,the patient's nameis KarinaAbramowicz.
She'sin Room210 and she needsto go to
the Maternity Department.As quickly as
possible, please.

A: OK.I just need to take a few more details first ...

B:

A:

3 A:
B:

A:
B:
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[S = Sam;G = Glenda)
S: Goodafternoon, EastWard.StaffNurseSamTurner

speaking.CanI help you?
G: Hello, Sam.This is GlendaDaviesfrom Pathology.Can

I speakto NurseWright, please?
S: I'm sorry, she'son her lunch break at the moment. Can

I take a messagefor her?
G: Yes,please.Canyou ask her to call me back?I haveMs

Shapiro'stest results.
S: Yes,of course. What's your number?
G: It's extension8391.
S: OK,so if I can just check the message:that's Nurse

Wright to call Glenda... I'm sorry canyou repeatyour
family name,please?

G: Davies.D-A-V-I-E-S.
S: NurseWright to call GlendaDaviesin Pathologyabout

Ms Shapiro'stest results on extension8391.
G: That's right. Thanksvery much for your help. Goodbye.
S: Bye.

a;,t-
[C = Cynthia; L = Louis)
C: Hi, Louis.Sorry I'm late. I was in the laboratory and I

had to wait for someresults. I'm here to help you with
the inventory.

L: OK,Cynthia,you can usethis scannerand I'll take this
one.And you scanthe items we needto order. For
example,we neednew hospital gownsand sheetsfor
the patient rooms on the fourth floor. Soyou scanthe
code like this ...and you enter the number we need.We
neednine of each.To finish that order, press 'enter' on
the scanner.

C: OK,I understand.I knowwe needto order some
morebedpans.And we needa lot more gauzeand
surgicaltape.

L: OK.Wealso did a lot of blood tests this weekduring
the blood donation campaign,so we needsomemore
specimentubes and IV bags.

&,'S'
1 ordered, tied, changed
2 worked, fixed, stopped
3 disinfected, protected, needed.",1
1 organised,reviewed,showed,used,continued
2 purchased,passed,decreased
3 participated, decided, included, created, reported



Unit 8 Recovery and assessing
the elderly
&l·1~·
[N = Nurse;W = Mrs Wendall)
N: Mrs Wendall?Canyou hear me?
W: Yes.
N: I'm your recovery room nurse. Your heart bypass

surgery went well.
W: Good.
N' I'm going to take your vital signs every 15minutes and

check your oxygen levels. This maskwill help that. Can
you breathe well?

W: Yes.My chest hurts.
N: Ona scalefrom one to ten, onebeingno pain at all,

ten being the worst pain, what number is your pain
right now?

W: I guessfive.
N: OK.Do you feel nauseous?
W: No. But I feel cold.
N: Here'sa blanket. How is that?
W: Better, thanks.

[N = Nurse; E = Edwin)
N: It's Edwin, isn't it? When did you arrive?
E: Only a couple of days ago. I'm still getting used to the

place. I really miss my own home- my gardenand my
neighbours, especially.

N: Youknow, there's a nice little gardenhere.Wecould go
and sit out there tomorrow if you like.

E: Soundslike a nice idea. Why not?
N: What do you like doing?Do you have any hobbies?
E: I like nature and I read a lot. I saw the TV room

yesterday but I don't really like TV any more - I have
hearing problems and I don't have the patience to read
the subtitles.

N: Weorganisenature walks, usually in the summer.We
go for short walks along the beach, into the woods.
Wealso organiseday trips to historical sites. And if
you like reading,we have a small library with novels
and magazines.Why don't you go to the library this
afternoon? It's open till 4 p.m.

E: I might do that, thanks. What about internet access?
The managersaid there was internet access.

N: Yes,there is. Wehave a small computer room. It's a
good idea to reserve a time to use the computer. It's
more and more popular with the residents. And what
about your family?Where do they live?

E: My son and his wife are in Australia, and my daughter
lives in Canada.SoI keep in contact by email. The
internet is very important to me.

N: I can imagine.Listen, it's about time for lunch. Why
don't we go into the dining room? I want to introduce
you to some of the others.

E: Sure.I was getting hungry.

[N = Nurse;DG= Dipak Gyawali)
N: Goodafternoon, Mr Gyawali,nice to meet you. My

name'sAnna. My team will be taking care of you during
your stay at The Beeches.

DG: Nice to meet you, too.
N: Now,I'm just going to askyou somequestions first so

that we can get to know you better. Is that OK?
DG: Yes,of course.
N: First question: what would you like us to call you?
DG: I prefer people to call me Dipak if that's OK.

N: Yes,of course. It's your first day here, Dipak - how do
you feel?

DG: A little sad.
N: Yes?Canyou tell me why?
DG: I miss my own house, my garden.I like my

independence,so you see,I'm ... I'm sorry.
N: It's OK,I understand it's difficult for you at the moment.

I hope we can make it easier for you. We'regoing to try,
anyway.So,when do you feel happy?

DG: That's easy- when I spend time with my family.
N: And who are the children in the photo?
DG: My grandchildren, Sunita,and that's Razu.
N: Ah, they're beautiful! When did you last seeyour family?
DG: I visited them last month.
N: Youcan tell me more about them later. What makes

you angry?
DG: What makesme angry?Well, I don't like people who are

impolite or unfriendly.
N: OK.Now,your favourite foods. Do you have any

favourite foods?
DG: I love Italian and Indian food, so curry, pasta, that kind

of thing. And fruit - pineapple, mango ...
N: Good.Are there any foods you don't like?
DG: Bananas- I'm not a fan - and eggs.I am allergic to eggs.
N: That's important for us to know, thank you. Do you wear

dentures, by the way?
DG: Yes,I do, unfortunately. I hate them.

&·11:i
[N = Nurse; DG= Dipak Gyawali)
N: Do you have any hobbies, Dipak?
DG: Yes,I like sports.
N: Oh,yes.What sports do you follow?
DG: I like tennis and cricket - and I usually watch the big

gameson TV.
N: When will the next big cricket match take place?
DG: In the summer.
N: OK,we'll haveto remember that. Anything elseyou like

doing?
DG: I like music, too - classical and traditional Indian music.
N: Do you watch TV, listen to the radio, read magazinesor

a newspaper?
DG: TV for the sports, and I listen to the newson the radio.

I don't really read magazinesthough.
N: I seeyou usea walking stick in the home?
DG: Yes,and I used to usea walking frame to go to the

shops, for example.I can't walk for a long time
without it.

N: OK,that's noted. How about the rest of your mobility?
Canyou walk to the bathroom by yourself, for example,
or do you need to usea commode?

DG: No, I don't need a commode but I do find it difficult to
pick things up.

N: Wecan provide you with a grabber if you like. And
finally, you don't wear a hearing aid, so ... not hard of
hearing. But do you need glasses?

DG: Yes,I'm short-sighted; I needthem for watching TV.

Audio script •
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